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ABSTRACT 

 

Diffusion is defined as the movement of a substance down a concentration gradient. The physics 

of diffusion is well described by Fick’s law. A density-dependent diffusion process is a one in 

which the diffusion coefficient is a function of the localized density of the diffusing substance. In 

my thesis I analyze the density-dependent diffusion behavior of two independent processes of 

biological interest. The first is tumor growth and invasion. The second is single-file diffusion, 

which in turn has a considerable biological significance, since it has been recently used to model 

transitions of proteins through DNA molecules. 

 

Tumor invasion of normal tissue is a complex process, involving cell migration and proliferation. 

It is useful to mathematically model tumor invasion in an attempt to find a common, underlying 

mechanism by which primary and metastatic cancers invade and destroy normal tissue. In our 

approach we make no assumptions about the process of carcinogenesis, that is, we are not 

modeling the genetic changes which result in transformation, nor do we seek to understand the 

causes of these changes. Similarly, we do not attempt to model the large-scale morphological 

features of tumors such as central necrosis. Rather, we concentrate on the microscopic-scale 

population interactions occurring at the tumor-host interface, reasoning that these processes 

strongly influence the clinically-significant manifestations of invasive cancer. We analyze a 

reaction-diffusion model due to Gawlinski, Gatenby, and others of the acid-mediated tumor 

invasion mechanism that incorporates the H  ion concentration as a reaction factor affecting the 

tumor growth and invasion process. It also adds density-dependent diffusion parameters to the 

reaction terms yielding independent reaction-diffusion equations for the normal, tumor, and acid 

populations. For reasonable biological parameters we study the fixed-points of the partial 

differential equations central of the model and their stability. The fixed-points determine the 

balance reached by the normal, tumor, and acid populations.   
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As for the second application we present on density-dependent diffusion processes, we consider 

a model for single-file diffusion that is relevant in a variety of biological processes, for example 

ion transport in channels. The model is of mathematical and physical as well as biological 

interest because it exhibits an anomalously-slow tracer diffusion fundamentally different from 

diffusion without the single-file restriction. We carry out extensive computer simulations to 

study the role of particle adhesion and space availability (hard-core exclusion) in the model. 

Both tracer (tagged-particle) and bulk or collective diffusion are considered. Tracer diffusion 

focuses on the diffusion of the individual particles relative to their starting points, whereas bulk 

diffusion focuses on the diffusion of the particle distribution as a whole. The nature of the 

diffusion depends strongly on the initial particle distribution, and both homogeneous and 

inhomogeneous (for example Gaussian) distributions are considered. For all these models a 

density-dependent diffusion behavior is confirmed by studying the time evolutions of the 

moments and widths of these distributions. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Overview 

Malignant cells are remarkably heterogeneous due to the critical role of the mutator 

phenotype during carcinogenesis [1,2]. The transformed genome typically exhibits hundreds, 

thousands, and often hundreds of thousands of genetic mutations [3], and studies of breast and 

renal cancers have found that every tumor cell exhibited a novel genotype [4,5]. Thus, no 

prototypical cancer cell exists and each malignant genotype appears to be the result of a unique 

genetic pathway traveled during carcinogenesis. Yet, cancers have in common the pattern of 

growth characterized by progressive invasion and destruction of normal tissue leading to death of 

the host. This paradox of common clinical behavior, despite marked genotypic diversity, has 

been examined by Gawlinski and collaborators [6,7,8]. They proposed that the similarity of 

invasive behavior suggests a common underlying mechanism that must be fundamentally related 

to the few phenotypic traits exhibited by virtually all tumors. This has led them to examine in 

detail the potential role of altered tumor metabolism in the invasive phenotype.  

 

Since the pioneering work of Warburg in the 1920’s [9] it has been well established that tumors 

consistently rely on anaerobic pathways to convert glucose to ATP, even in the presence of 

abundant oxygen. Because anaerobic metabolism of glucose to lactic acid is substantially less 

efficient than oxidation to 2CO  and OH 2 , tumor cells maintain ATP production by increasing 

the glucose flux. The latter forms the basis for tumor imaging with FDG-PET [10-14]. This 

technique is now being widely applied to human cancers and has confirmed that the vast 

majority of primary and metastatic tumors demonstrate substantially increased glucose uptake 

compared to normal tissue. Furthermore, PET imaging has also demonstrated a direct correlation 

between tumor aggressiveness (and prognosis) and the rate of glucose consumption [10,11].  
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A critical consequence of this altered metabolism is increased tumor cell acid production. 

Initially it was assumed that the lactic acid produced by anaerobic metabolism would result in an 

acidic intracellular pH . However, studies with NMR spectroscopy have now consistently 

demonstrated that the intracellular pH  of tumors is generally slightly alkaline compared to 

normal cells [15]. Other measurements have demonstrated that the tumor cells actually excrete 

protons through amplification of the 
 HNa /  antiporter and other membrane transporters. As a 

result, it is now clear that the extracellular pH  of tumors is substantially lower (usually by about 

0.5 pH unit) than normal [16-19]. Generally, a persistent epH  below about 7.1 results in death 

of normal cells due to a p53-dependent apoptosis pathway triggered by increased caspase activity 

[20,21]. However, tumor cells are relatively resistant to acidic epH  presumably due to mutations 

in p53 or other components of the apoptotic pathway. In fact, tumor cells typically exhibit a 

maximum proliferation rate in relatively-acidic mediums (i.e. pH 6.8) [22-24].  

 

This has led to the general hypothesis that tumor cells become invasive because they perturb the 

environment so that it is optimal for their proliferation and toxic to the normal cells with which 

they compete for space and substrate. The specific acid-mediated tumor invasion hypothesis proposes 

the following sequence. Transformed tumor metabolism with increased glucose utilization and 

increased acid production alters the microenvironment by substantially reducing extracellular 

pH  ( epH ). Excess ions produced by the tumor diffuse into adjacent normal tissues probably 

carried by a buffering species. Through a variety of mechanisms discussed below, acidification 

of the extracellular environment leads to destruction of the normal tissue. Tumor cells have an 

optimal epH  significantly lower than that of normal cells [24,25] perhaps due to mutations in 

p53 or some downstream effectors, and so remain actively mitotic in relatively-acidic epH . 

Thus, the tumor edge can be envisioned as a traveling wave extending into normal tissue 

following a parallel traveling wave of increased microenvironmental acidity.  

 

An acid-mediated tumor invasion hypothesis (AMTIH) was developed [6-8] wherein 

microenvironmental changes at the tumor-host interface caused by altered metabolism in 
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transformed cells (accelerated uptake of glucose due to increased reliance on glycolysis) lead to 

an excess acid production, thus facilitating tumor invasion. 

 

Concurrent with this increase in glucose consumption is the up-regulation of the 
 HNa /

antiport system [28,29]. The resulting net increase in tumor intracellular pH  leads to 

normalization, and therefore to a decrease in extracellular pH  by about 0.5 pH  unit compared 

to normal tissue [15,24,19,16,17]. While some investigators have attributed this increased 

reliance on glycolysis to the existence of a compromised tumor blood supply leading to poor 2O  

perfusion of tumor tissue [30], others have found evidence that it is a phenotypical consequence 

of transformation [31]. 

 

The reaction-diffusion model of the AMTIH [7] predicts the degree to which excess hydrogen 

ions in the tumor interstitium diffuse into the surrounding tissue. It also predicts the extent of the 

zone of altered interstitial pH  found at the tumor-host interface. This microenvironment is 

harmful to normal tissue because: 

(a) Normal cell viability declines sharply below extracellular pH  of 7.1 [15,24,19,16,17]. 

(b) An acidic microenvironment stimulates production of enzymes which degrade the 

extracellular matrix [32,33].  

(c) Diminished pH  results in loss of intercellular gap junctions reducing the cohesion, 

collaboration, and communication among normal cells at the tumor edge [34].  

 

This altered microenvironment leads to a progressive loss of normal cells and degradation of 

extracellular matrix. This subsequently allows tumor cells (which are much more resistant to 

acidic extracellular pH ) to invade the host tissue. Eventually, the acid-mediation hypothesis of 

tumor invasion is supported by recent reports that high lactate levels are directly correlated with 

the likelihood of metastases, tumor recurrence, and restricted patient survival [35]. 

 

Concerning modeling the AMTIH, the reaction-diffusion approach is most useful for modeling 

relatively-large ( ..ge  > 0.1 cm  diameter), clinically-apparent tumors because it describes the 

“average” behavior of large populations of cells, smoothing out the potentially-significant 
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differences in characteristics among the individual cells within the populations. Such models are 

not effective at describing early tumor growth when only a small number of transformed cells are 

present. At this stage, tumor growth depends on the discrete history of each individual cell and 

its interactions with the local environment and adjacent cells [6-8]. 

 

It is desirable to develop a mathematical model which includes a discretized approach to describe 

individual cell interactions to examine the role of 
H  ion production in early tumor growth 

while retaining characteristics of a reaction-diffusion model to describe the microenvironmental 

changes resulting from 
H  production, diffusion, and removal. 

 

The model developed by Patel et al. [8] uses a discrete automaton [36,37] to describe the cellular 

interactions and evolution, and differential equations to model the continuous flow of interstitial 

H  and glucose. In the model of Patel et al. simple interaction rules between the automaton 

elements within the matrix incorporate the effects of the local environment on, and the 

interaction between, tumor and normal cells. The local environment is described by 
H  and 

glucose concentration fields, and their interactions with elements of the matrix are inferred from 

published experimental work ( ..ge  glucose uptake, vessel permeability, etc.). The automaton 

rules allow cells to die, remain quiescent (either due to insufficient substrate or unfavorable 

microenvironment), or divide into adjacent available space over time, depending on the glucose 

and hydrogen ion concentration in the surrounding environment. Changes in this 

microenvironment are modeled by the differential equations describing the production, 

consumption, and diffusion of the glucose and hydrogen ions. 

 

The model of Patel et al. omits some potential factors that play a crucial rule in the cancer 

growth and invasion process like ..ge  oxygen perfusion. Such factors were not included to keep 

the space of adjustable parameters relatively small. A hypoxia is present in human tumors 

because of the significantly-reduced vascularity and blood flow. To demonstrate how this 

hypoxia affects the tumor biology, I will present some examples. The in vitro  growth and 

morphology of multi-cell spheroids is sensitive to diffusion-limited 2pO  [41-43]. Also hypoxia 

plays an essential role in tumor response to radiation as observed both in in vitro  (in multi-cell 
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spheroids) [44], and in vivo  (in metastases of squamous cell carcinomas) [45]. The reason why 

the Patel et al. model ignored oxygen perfusion in their model is because they were solely 

concentrating on the tumor acidification of the environment. The in vivo  observations have 

shown no correlation between hypoxia and the reduced interstitial pH  within the micro-regions 

of tumor [46]. 

 

The lack of correlation between hypoxia and the interstitial pH  is basically due to two factors: 

1- The tumor glycolytic metabolism does not depend on the local 2pO  concentration. This 

basically leads to the fact that the tumor anaerobic metabolism is dominant even in the 

presence of ample amount of oxygen [47], which subsequently leads to the fact that 

microenvironmental normoxic tumor regions will still be acidified. 

2-  Glucose diffusivity in tissue is considerably greater than that of 2O  [30]. This means that 

tumor cells that exist in regions that are far away from blood vessels and consequently do 

not have access to an abundant amount of 2O  (regions of extreme hypoxia) still have 

access to an ample amount of glucose and can remain viable and metabolically-active, 

resulting in further acidification of their microenvironments [48]. 

 

Furthermore, studies show that oxygen delivery to tumors is inconsistent, and oxic-hypoxic 

cycles have been measured to occur with different periodicities of minutes [49], hours [50], or 

days [51]. These temporal cycles are probably due to a range of physiological mechanisms [40]. 

Relatively rapid oxic-anoxic cycles can occur because of fluctuations in haematocrit [52] and 

vasomotion [53], variations occurring over days probably involve vascular remodeling [54,55] or 

cycles of neoangiogenesis and regression due to hypoxia-induced expression of excreted 

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) which is an induction and survival factor of new 

blood vessels [51]. From a bioenergetic standpoint, periodic hypoxia selects cells in which 

anaerobic glucose metabolism is constitutively up-regulated [40]. 

 

Gatenby and Gillies created a hypothesis [38] for the adenoma-carcinoma transition which 

assumes that somatic evolution of the malignant phenotype is fundamentally influenced by 

constraints imposed by the ductal structure in which epithelial cancers arise. Ordinarily, cell 
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proliferation is not restrained by substrate availability. However, abnormal cell proliferation 

caused by the initial genetic events during carcinogenesis causes the hyperplasic cells to extend 

into the lumen of the duct. As a result, substrate must diffuse to the cells over increasingly large 

distances because the blood vessels remain on the opposite side of the epithelial lining. This 

creates regions of substrate limitation including hypoxia and low glucose concentrations in 

regions of the tumor penetrating deepest into the lumen. Either fixed or cyclical hypoxia will 

result in constitutive up-regulation of HIF (hypoxia-inducible factor) and its associated proteins, 

which promotes increased glycolysis [39]. 

 

This constitutive up-regulation might occur through mutations or epigenetic changes such as 

alteration in the methylation patterns of promoters. The consequences of increased glycolysis 

require further adaptation to environments with high acid and low glucose concentrations [40]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.1. Late-stage ductal carcinoma in situ . A 5 m-thick biopsy sample was stained with 

haematoxylin and eosin, and digitalized with DMetrix camera system with a resolution of 0.45 m/Pixel. 
Blood vessels are seen in the stroma surrounding the tumor, but the tumor itself-within the ducts and 

surrounded by the basement membrane –is avascular. The center of the tumor is necrotic [40].  
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This sequence of adaptations ultimately leads to a cellular phenotype with a powerful adaptive 

advantage. It consistently acidifies the local extracellular pH  due to constitutive up-regulation 

of glycolysis. The resulting microenvironment favors the transformed cell because it is toxic to 

its competitors but relatively harmless to itself. This advantage then permits invasion of cells 

from the hypoxic region in the luminal component of the tumor (ductal carcinoma in situ) into 

the regions closer to the epithelial lining. The invasive capacity conferred by these phenotypic 

changes ultimately permits the cells to breech the epithelial lining of the duct forming an 

invasive cancer. This is depicted in the following figure [40]: 

 

 

Fig. 1.2. Model for cell-environment interactions in carcinogenesis.  

 

As illustrated by Fig. 1.1, early carcinogenesis proceeds from normal tissues through initiation to 

a hyper-plastic state to interstitial neoplasia, progressing to carcinoma in situ . Until this stage, 

epithelial cancers are avascular, as shown by histopathology in Fig. 1.1. Following breakdown 

on the basement membrane, cells gain access to existing and newly-formed blood and lymphatic 

vascular routes for metastasis. The stages of tumor growth and their associated physiological 
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states are diagrammed, showing that progression from one stage to the next is governed by state 

processes. Normal epithelial cells (grey) become hyper-proliferative (pink) following induction. 

As they reach the oxygen diffusion limit, they become hypoxic (blue), which can either lead to 

cell death (apoptotic cells shown with blebbing) or adaptation of a glycolytic phenotype (green), 

which allows cells to survive. As a consequence of glycolysis, lesions become acidotic, which 

selects for motile cells (yellow) that eventually breach the basement membrane. As cancer 

progression proceeds, the mutations in cells increase (nuclei shown as light orange for one 

mutation and darker oranges for more mutations) [40]. 

 

According to Gatenby’s hypothesis [38,40], 

1- A benign  tumor is formed during the hyper-plastic ductal stage of carcinogenesis by 

the cells adjacent to the epithelial lining of the duct. These cells in turn exhibit a 

range of expression profiles that include changes in oncogene and tumor suppressor 

gene expression, but their metabolism profiles are identical with those of normal 

cells. 

2- A significant hypoxia affects ductal tumor cells that are beyond the Thomlinson-Grey 

limit [56] (more than 100-150 m far from the basement membrane). These cells 

adapt to these hypoxic microenvironments by increased uptake of both glucose and 

glycolysis-related proteins, and mechanisms like HIFs (hypoxia-inducible factors) 

and other transcription factors will be exhibited by tumor cells to deal with the 

depleted oxygen levels in these hypoxic microenvironments. 

3- In the hypoxic penumbra of the ductal tumor at least some of the cells adapt to the 

acidotic microenvironment by the up-regulation of the 
 HNa /  antiport, and this 

significantly reduces acid-mediated tumor necrosis processes. 

4- A sequence of critical cellular adaptations and environmental changes is initiated due 

to the profound hypoxia experienced by the ductal tumor cells that are beyond the 

Thomlinson-Grey limit, such as the constitutive glycolysis up-regulation mentioned 

in step two. This in turn results in increased 
H  production and acidification of the 

microenvironment. This decreased extracellular pH )( epH  is toxic to the local 

populations because it induces p53-dependent apoptosis due to increased caspase 

activity. This selects cells that are resistant to acid-induced toxicity resulting in 
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further evolution of new phenotypic properties such as the up-regulation of the 

 HNa /  antiport mentioned in the third point. The resulting acidosis also selects 

motile cells that eventually breach the basement membrane, gaining access to existing 

and newly-formed blood and lymphatic routes for metastasis. Those are the cells that 

are invading from the penumbral hypoxic region toward the epithelial lining. 

 

In the next section of this chapter I introduce an overview of my thesis objectives and include a 

brief summary of the material presented in each chapter of this thesis. 

 

1.2 Thesis Objectives 

In Chapter 2 of this thesis I review the progress I have made along with my professors on 

the analysis of the reaction-diffusion model of the acid-mediated tumor invasion mechanism 

developed by Gawlinski and coworkers. This model, as I explain later in detail, describes the 

interaction between a growing tumor and surrounding normal tissue only in the immediate 

vicinity of the tumor-host interface. It attempts to describe how the 
H  ion concentration (as a 

reaction term) contributes to the tumor growth and invasion process. Moreover, it adds density-

dependent diffusion parameters to the reaction terms creating independent reaction-diffusion 

equations for the normal, tumor, and acid populations. 

 

In chapters 3-6 I consider the single-file diffusion of particles in a channel and present the 

numerical data we obtained from four CarloMonte   simulation projects, occasionally using 

powerful computational machinery like the Temple’s Owls Nest engine. In these computational 

projects we investigate the role played by several factors such as particle adhesion, space 

availability (hard-core exclusion), shape, size, and density of the initial cellular state in both 

systemic (bulk) and particle (tracer) one-dimensional  density-dependent single-file diffusion 

processes. 
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The initial particle distributions we consider in these simulation projects are inhomogeneous 

(Gaussian), locally-homogeneous, and globally-homogeneous (meaning that the particle density 

is the same over all the available space in the simulation). I have also developed a program along 

with my professors that adds adhesion as an additional inter-particle interaction rule, and we 

study how the particle adhesion and space availability (hard-core exclusion) affect the diffusion. 

Both of these effects slow the diffusion, as discussed in chapters 3-6. 

 

Finally, in chapter 7 I summarize the conclusions from these simulation projects, and give a brief 

outlook on possible future work. 

 

1.3 Previous Work 

Tumor growth and other biological systems are particularly amenable to modeling with 

cellular automata. This approach has been used increasingly since Wolfram (1986) demonstrated 

that every automaton with local interactions belongs to one of a small number of universality 

classes [36]. Some of the earliest work in tumor modeling with cellular automata was carried out 

by Düchting and Vogelsaenger (1984, 1985) to investigate the effects of different radio-

therapeutic strategies on tumor growth [57,58]. 

 

More recently, Qi et al. (1993) developed a cellular automaton model of tumor growth which 

includes immune system surveillance and accounts for mechanical pressure from within the 

tumor. This model is of interest because it reproduces the Gompertz growth law [59]. 

 

The cellular automaton approach was also employed by Smolle and Stettner (1993) [60], and by 

Smolle (1998a and 1998b) [61,62] in an attempt to infer relationships between tumor 

morphology and basic biological features, such as cell cohesion, motility, and autocrine and 

paracrine growth factors. 
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More recently, Kansal et al. (2000a, 2000b) [63,64] have made use of the Voronoi tessellation of 

space in a cellular automaton model of brain tumor growth dynamics. This elegant approach 

allows for the preservation of the discrete nature of cells (or groups of cells) but removes the 

anisotropy of a regular lattice. 

 

Cellular automata have also been used to model neoangiogenesis, which is another crucial aspect 

of cancer biology. Chaplain and Anderson (1996) [65] and Anderson and Chaplain (1998) [66] 

have used cellular automata to solve the discrete version of a system of non-linear partial 

differential equations which describe the response in space and time of endothelial cells to tumor 

angiogenesis factor and fibronectin, including migration, proliferation, anastomosis, and 

branching. Cellular automata have also been used to model the development of leaf veins, insect 

trachea, and tumor neovascularization by Markus et al. (1999) [67]. 

 

Other models that use systems of partial differential equations have been developed to simulate 

tumor growth and invasion and other biological processes, ..ge : 

1- Chaplain and Anderson (1996) (Tumor angiogenesis) [65]. 

2- Adam and Bellomo (1997) (Post-surgical response to tumor removal) [68]. 

3- Olsen, Sherratt, et al. (1997) (Angiogenesis) [69]. 

4- Ward and King (1997) (Avascular tumor growth) [70]. 

5- Anderson and Chaplain (1998) (Tumor angiogenesis) [66]. 

6- Perumpanani and Norbury (1999) (Tumor cell motility during invasion) [72]. 

7- Sleeman, Anderson, et al. (1999) (Endothelial motility, chemotaxis, and haptotaxis 

during angiogenesis) [73]. 

8- Ward and King (1999) (Avascular tumor growth saturation) [71]. 

9- Jackson and Byrne (2000) (Drug resistance and vascular structure in chemotherapy) [74]. 

  

All the models mentioned above (either automaton-based or continuum, stochastic or 

deterministic) simulate one or more aspects of cancer biology. 
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Other models, including diffuse vasculature (e.g., Byrne and Chaplain (1995) [75] for nutrient 

transfer, and Jackson and Byrne (2000) [74] for chemotherapeutic agent transfer), do so with a 

spatially-uniform term accounting for delivery or removal, not by including individual vessels 

distributed throughout space. 

 

In the first part of this thesis we study the tumor growth and invasion process from a reaction-

diffusion model perspective. In chapter 2 we present a mathematical model that simulates the 

H  ion concentration as a reaction factor contributing to tumor growth by making the 

microenvironment toxic for normal cells survival and favorable for tumor cells growth. In 

chapters 3-6 we study the effects of the diffusion-retarding factors such as particle adhesion and 

space availability (hard-core exclusion) on the one-dimensional density-dependent single-file 

particle diffusion processes. Our model is, to the best of our knowledge, the first to combine both 

particle adhesion and hard-core exclusion. Moreover, we investigate how the size, shape, and 

density of the initial cellular state affect the diffusion. We consider both the diffusion of the 

individual particles, which we call particle or tracer diffusion, and the diffusion of the particle 

distribution as a whole which we call systemic or bulk diffusion.
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CHAPTER TWO 

A REACTION-DIFFUSION MODEL OF TUMOR INVASION 

 

Both Gatenby and Gawlinski hypothesize that tumor-induced alteration of 

microenvironmental pH  may provide a simple but complete mechanism for cancer invasion [7]. 

In this chapter I extend a reaction-diffusion model they developed, which describes the spatial 

distribution and temporal development of tumor tissue, normal tissue, and excess 
H  ion 

concentration [7]. The model predicts a pH  gradient extending from the tumor-host interface, 

which is confirmed by reanalysis of existing experimental data. Investigation of the structure and 

dynamics of the tumor-host interaction within the context of the model demonstrates a transition 

from benign to malignant growth analogous to the adenoma-carcinoma sequence. The effects of 

biological parameters critical to controlling this transition are supported by experimental and 

clinical observations. Tumor wave front velocities determined via a marginal stability analysis of 

the model equations are consistent with the in vivo  tumor growth rates. The model predicts a 

previously-unrecognized hypo-cellular interstitial gap at the tumor-host interface, which is 

demonstrated both in vivo  and in vitro . A direct correlation between the interfacial morphology 

and tumor wave front velocity provides an explicit, testable, and clinically-important prediction. 

 

It is important to point out that this model does not describe either early tumor formation 

(oncogenesis) or large-scale tumor morphological structures such as central necrosis. Instead it 

describes the interaction between a growing tumor and surrounding normal tissue only in the 

immediate vicinity of the tumor-host interface. 

 

Any broadly-applicable model should incorporate as key parameters properties common to all or 

nearly all tumors, despite their underlying genetic instability and heterogeneity. One consistent 

cellular dynamic is the evolution of tumor populations away from the differentiated state of the 

tissue of origin toward one that is more primitive and less ordered. Metabolic changes parallel 

this evolution with increasing use of glycolytic metabolism (even in the presence of oxygen) 

despite the 19-fold decrease in energy production that results [7]. 
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According to the model of Gatenby and Gawlinski, it is precisely this inefficiency which may 

facilitate successful tumor invasion, specifically the transformation-induced reversion of 

neoplastic tissue to primitive glycolytic metabolic pathways with a resultant increased acid 

production and the diffusion of that acid into the surrounding healthy tissue. This, in turn, creates 

a peritumoral microenvironment in which tumor cells survive and proliferate, whereas normal 

cells are unable to remain viable in such a microenvironment. This leads to the following 

temporal sequence: 

(a) High 
H  ion concentrations in tumors extend (by chemical diffusion) into adjacent 

normal tissue exposing these normal cells to tumor-like interstitial pH . 

(b) Normal cells immediately adjacent to the tumor edge are unable to survive in this 

chronically-acidic environment. 

(c) The progressive loss of layers of normal cells at the tumor-host interface facilitates 

the tumor invasion process. 

 

From the temporal sequence mentioned above we can conclude that the essential elements of this 

tumor invasion mechanism are low interstitial pH  of tumors due to primitive metabolism and 

reduced viability of normal tissue in a pH  environment favorable to tumor tissue. 

 

This model mathematically frames the acid-mediation hypothesis as a system of reaction-

diffusion equations which, when solved, make detailed predictions of the structure and dynamics 

of the tumor-host interface. 

 

The spatial distribution and temporal evolution of the three fields involved in this model (density 

of normal tissue, density of neoplastic tissue, and excess 
H  ion concentration) will be 

discussed in detail in the following section. 
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2.1 Basic Spatial Constraint of Growth and Migration 

The acid-mediated tumor invasion hypothesis described above can be represented by the 

following system of reaction-diffusion equations. Let 1N  and 2N  denote the cell densities in 

3/ cmcells  of the normal and tumor populations respectively. Assuming these populations only 

compete for available space, their temporal evolution is governed by the equations 
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where 
2,1r  and 

2,1K are the growth rates in (1/ s ) and spatial carrying capacities in )/( 3cmcells  of 

the respective populations. 

 

Moreover, if it is assumed that cells can migrate through space via a process akin to Fickian 

diffusion, where the diffusion parameters are themselves density-dependent (having a maximum 

value in empty space and going to zero when cells are close-packed), then Eq. (2.1) becomes 
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where 
1ND and 

2ND in ( scm /2
) are the empty-space diffusion constants of the normal and tumor 

cells respectively. For simplicity we will assume that these are approximately equal: 

NNN DDD 
21

. The Lotka-Volterra terms ensure that the density-dependent diffusion 

parameters are always positive-definite ],0[ ND  [81]. 
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2.2 Effects of Local pH 

Next we assume that each cell has an optimal pH  for survival, and that if the local pH  

deviates from the optimal value in either an acidic or alkaline direction, the cells begin to die. 

We also assume that the death rate saturates at some maximum value when the environment is 

extremely acidic or alkaline. A simple ad - hoc  functional form meeting these criteria is the 

“inverted Gaussian” 

                                            
2,1f }])

2
(exp{1[ 2

2,1

2,1

2,1 width
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H

HH
dH


 ,        (2.3)                               

where H  is the local concentration of 
H ions in ( Lmol / ), 

2,1d  are the saturated death rates in  

( s/1 ), optH 2,1  are the local 
H  ion concentrations in ( Lmol / ) corresponding to the optimal    

pH ’s and widthH 2,1  are the half-widths of the “inverted Gaussian” in ( Lmol / ). Substituting the 

death rates (2.3) into (2.2) we obtain 
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2.3 Acid Production and Uptake 

We assume that 
H ions are produced at a rate proportional to the local concentration of 

tumor and removed by the combined effects of buffering and vascular evacuation, both of which 

are proportional to micro-vessel areal density. Thus 

HDHHdNr
t

H 2

30323 



,                                           (2.5) 

where  H  is the 
H  ion concentration in )/( 3cmmol , 3r  is the 

H  ion production rate in          

( cellsmol / ), 3d  is the 
H  ion uptake rate in ( s/1 ), 0H  is the 

H  ion concentration in serum, 

and 3D  is the 
H  ion diffusion constant in ( scm /2 ).  
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2.4 Dimensionless Form of the Model 

Equations (2.4) and (2.5) can be rewritten in terms of the variables 

111 / KN , 

222 / KN , 

                                                                   0/ HH ,                                                             (2.6) 

tr1 , 

xDr N/1 . 

 

In dimensionless form Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) become 
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where 122 / rr , 10233 / rHKr , 133 / rd , and NDD /33  . The death-rate functions are 

dimensionless and have the form 
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  ,                   (2.8) 

where 12,12,1 / rd , 02,12,1 / HH optopt  , and 02,12,1 / HH widthwidth   are all dimensionless as well. 

 

2.5 Parameter Estimation 

For in vitro  spheroids, doubling times are between 1 and 4 days. Therefore, we take  

sdaysr /102.35.2/2ln 6

2

 . For normal tissue wound healing, 4 days seems reasonable for 

the doubling time. Therefore, we take sdaysr /100.20.4/2ln 6

1

 . We also assume that the 

volume-limited carrying capacities of tumor and normal tissues are the same and given by 

38

21 /105 cmcellsKK  . 
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For vascular evacuation without buffering pd 3 , where cm/200  is the vessel areal 

density and scmp /102.1 4  is the vessel permeability for lactate, resulting in a removal rate 

of s/104.2 2 . Local buffering might increase this by 25%. Thus, our final estimate for this 

rate is sd /100.3 2

3

 . 

 

If we assume that the serum 4.70 pH  is also the optimal pH  for normal tissue growth, we 

have 311

01 /1098.3 cmmolHH opt  . An optimal pH  of 6.8 for tumor growth gives: 

310

2 /1058.1 cmmolH opt  . 

 

Acid production rate is more difficult to estimate though so I will work backwards from known 

data. Let’s assume we have a tumor sufficiently large that we can assume the temporal and 

spatial derivatives at its core are small. From Eq. (2.5) we see 2033 /)( KHHdr core  , assuming 

a core pH  of 6.4 we get scellmolr ./102.2 20

3

 . This last value is remarkably consistent 

with the curve fit results of the Martin-Jain data to the old model [82]. The lactic acid and 

cellular diffusion constants are scmD /105 26

3

  and scmDN /102 210  respectively. 

 

The dimensionless parameters are (using the values above) as follows: 

 

122 / rr  1.6 

10233 / rHKr  5104.1   

133 / rd  4105.1   

NDD /33   4105.2   

011 / HH optopt   1.0 

022 / HH optopt   4.0 

011 / HH widthwidth   0.1 

022 / HH widthwidth   0.4 

111 / rd  2.0 
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122 / rd  2.0 

 

Table 2.1. Numerical values of the dimensionless parameters.  

 

The last four values are admittedly guesswork, but it is reasonable to choose the saturated death 

rates greater than the growth rates, and the width of the optimal pH  region for tumor cells 

greater than that for normal cells. 

 

A plot of the death-rate functions 2,1  versus   using the last six parameters of the table shown 

above appears below:  

 

 

Fig. 2.1. Plot of the death-rate functions vs.  . 
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2.6 Fixed-points 

 The significance of the fixed-points is that they determine the densities where the normal, 

tumor, and acid populations are in equilibrium. If we restrict our attention to solutions 1 , 2 , 

and 3  which depend on time but are independent of the spatial coordinate  , Eq. (2.7) 

reduces to three coupled ordinary differential equations 
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Substituting 
t

jjj ea   *
, one finds n  exponential solutions, with   and ja  given by the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix jNi nf  /),...,( **

1  . If all n  of the eigenvalues   are 

negative, 
*

jj    decays exponentially with time, and the fixed-point is “stable”. If one or more 

of the   values is (are) positive on the other hand, the fixed-point is unstable. Note that 

variables )(1 t , )(2 t , and )(t  depend on t  but not on the coordinate  .     

 

The fixed-points of the model and their stability must be determined numerically. To find the 

fixed-points we use the acid equation (the third of Eqs. (2.7)) to eliminate   from the cellular 

equations (the first two of Eqs. (2.7) with the spatial derivatives set to zero). This leaves two 

non-linear equations in two unknowns, namely 1  and 2 . Fortunately, we know that these are 

physically bounded on the interval [0,1]. Therefore, we partition the domain 10 1  

10 2   into a fine rectangular grid with 01.021    and use the grid positions as 

starting points for a multi-dimensional Newton-Raphson algorithm. The value of   

corresponding to a Newton-Raphson solution for the cellular densities is found using the third 
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equation in (2.7). We save the unique solutions ( ..ei those that do not differ from others as 

determined by the condition   )()( ji  with the components of   being 1  and 2 , and 

3101  ) and determine their stability by numerically computing the eigenvalues of the full 

3-dimensional Jacobian. The fixed-points analysis for the parameters given in the table above is: 

 

 Normal Tumor Acid 

Root 1 found at (0.00000000, 0.00000000, 1.00000000) 

Eigenvalues (-1.500000e+04, 1.000000e+00, -4.000000e-01), Unstable 

Root 2 found at (0.00000000, 0.37206032, 4.47256298) 

Eigenvalues (-1.498978e+04, -1.081070e+01, -1.372060e+00), Stable 

Root 3 found at (0.00000000, 0.26431209, 3.46691282) 

Eigenvalues (-1.500676e+04, 6.337857e+00, -1.264312e+00), Unstable 

Root 4 found at (0.00000000, -0.25000000, -1.33333333) 

Eigenvalues (-1.500000e+04, -7.500000e-01, 4.000000e-01), Unstable 

Root 5 found at (-0.23499366, -0.01500634, 0.85994078) 

Eigenvalues (-1.500000e+04, 1.295203e-01, 1.295203e-01), Unstable 

Root 6 found at (-0.26500634, 0.01500634, 1.14005922) 

Eigenvalues (-1.500000e+04, 1.205189e-01, 1.205189e-01), Unstable 

Root 7 found at (1.00000000, 0.00000000, 1.00000000) 

Eigenvalues (-1.500000e+04, -2.000000e+00, -1.000000e+00), Stable 

 

Table 2.2. Fixed-point analysis for the parameters given in Table 2.1. 

 

In Appendix A I have included the program we developed for identifying and analyzing the 

stability of the fixed-points. Fixed-point #1 is trivial, and #4, #5, and #6 are unphysical. Fixed-

point #3, which corresponds to tumor cells overcoming normal cells, is unstable. Fixed-points #2 

and #7 are both stable and correspond to death and survival of the normal cells respectively. 

From a comparison of the eigenvalues, one sees that fixed-point #7 is, in some sense, “more 

stable”. 
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2.7 Dynamical Simulation 

 We have developed a method-of-lines parabolic solver that can be used to solve Eqs. 

(2.7) subject to the fixed-point boundary conditions determined as described above. I have 

included a copy of this program in Appendix B. The initial conditions are taken to be step 

functions that connect the left and right fixed-point boundary conditions midway between the 

boundaries. 

 

Below is a typical input file to the program that should be self-explanatory: 

 

#  

# shared input file for solver.c and fps.c  

#  

2001       xNum            (double)              Spatial grid points  

-10          xL                   (double)              Start of spatial interval  

990.0      xR                  (double)              End of spatial interval  

20.00      xStep1          (double)              Initial position of the Normal step  

20.00      xStep2           (double)             Initial position of the Tumor step  

20.00      xStep3           (double)             Initial position of the Acid step  

0.5           xWidth          (double)             Initial width of step  

1.6           rho2              (double)              Tumor growth rate  

1.40e5    rho3               (double)             Acid production rate  

600.0      tMax              (double)             Maximum to to solve  

15            tInt                 (int)                     Number of intervals to save results  

2.00        delta1            (double)              Normal cell acid sensitivity  

2.00        delta2            (double)              Tumor cell acid sensitivity  

1.5e4      delta3            (double)              Vessel Density  

1.0           lamdaopt1    (double)             Optimal H+ Concentration for Normal Cells  

4.0           lamdaopt2    (double)             Optimal H+ Concentration for Tumor Cells  

0.1          lamdaw1         (double)            Width of optimal normal zone  

0.4          lamdaw2         (double)            Width of optimal tumor zone  

2.5e4      Delta3             (double)            Diffusion Co-efficient  

# these parameters are used exclusively by fps.c # 

100         Neta1              (int)                    Number of Eta1 steps in scan  

100         Neta2              (int)                    Number of Eta2 steps in scan  

1.e-7       ErrRel             (double)             Relative error in Newton method 

   

Fig. 2.2. Typical input file to the method-of-lines parabolic solver program. 

 

The following is a typical boundary-value file created by the fixed-point program and read by the 

method-of-lines solver: 

 

#  

# boundary.inp; produced by fps.c and user by solver.c  

#  

-1.0855508185382e-20            f1L                 (double)                              Normal left boundary condition.  

3.7206031875297e-01             f2L                 (double)                               Tumor left boundary condition.  

4.4725629750277e+00            f3L                 (double)                               Acid left boundary condition.  

1.0000000000000e+00            f1R                (double)                               Normal right boundary condition.  

-9.5983086110612e-20           f2R                 (double)                               Tumor right boundary condition.  

1.0000000000000e+00            f3R                (double)                                Acid right boundary condition. 
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Fig. 2.3. A typical boundary-value file created by the fixed-point program and read by the method-of-

lines solver. 

 

 

The following is a typical screen output produced by the solver. Here,  1c ,  2c , and  3c  are 

the velocities of the normal, tumor, and acid wave-fronts respectively: 

 
Advancing solution from 0.00 to 40.00 ... <c1> = 0.294677, <c2> = 0.184204, <c3> = 0.184423  

Advancing solution from 40.00 to 80.00 ... <c1> = 0.231253, <c2> = 0.226790, <c3> = 0.226226  

Advancing solution from 80.00 to 120.00 ... <c1> = 0.218935, <c2> = 0.226017, <c3> = 0.226314  

Advancing solution from 120.00 to 160.00 ... <c1> = 0.226705, <c2> = 0.225762, <c3> = 0.226208  

Advancing solution from 160.00 to 200.00 ... <c1> = 0.234997, <c2> = 0.226666, <c3> = 0.226212  

Advancing solution from 200.00 to 240.00 ... <c1> = 0.229118, <c2> = 0.227048, <c3> = 0.226209  

Advancing solution from 240.00 to 280.00 ... <c1> = 0.216006, <c2> = 0.226070, <c3> = 0.226322  

Advancing solution from 280.00 to 320.00 ... <c1> = 0.226650, <c2> = 0.225833, <c3> = 0.226203  

Advancing solution from 320.00 to 360.00 ... <c1> = 0.225180, <c2> = 0.225588, <c3> = 0.226411  

Advancing solution from 360.00 to 400.00 ... <c1> = 0.216205, <c2> = 0.229810, <c3> = 0.226458  

Advancing solution from 400.00 to 440.00 ... <c1> = 0.236589, <c2> = 0.224497, <c3> = 0.226658  

Advancing solution from 440.00 to 480.00 ... <c1> = 0.226354, <c2> = 0.223628, <c3> = 0.226455  

Advancing solution from 480.00 to 520.00 ... <c1> = 0.225407, <c2> = 0.228864, <c3> = 0.226474  

Advancing solution from 520.00 to 560.00 ... <c1> = 0.228851, <c2> = 0.229081, <c3> = 0.226663  

Advancing solution from 560.00 to 600.00 ... <c1> = 0.206867, <c2> = 0.226863, <c3> = 0.226306 

225.8 seconds of CPU time used. 
  
Fig. 2.4. A typical screen output produced by the solver. 

 

The wave-front velocities are in dimensionless form and must be multiplied by the velocity scale 

factor NDr1 .The following figure shows the profile after 600 time steps have elapsed. Note the 

interesting little blips on the tumor and acid edges which correspond to the point at which the 

acid level is optimal for tumor growth: 
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Fig. 2.5. The normal, tumor, and acid profiles after 600 time units have elapsed. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

DIFFUSION WITH HARD-CORE EXCLUSION AND NEAREST-

NEIGHBOR ADHESION: TRACER DIFFUSION FOR A 

HOMOGENEOUS INITIAL DISTRIBUTION 

 

 In this chapter we study computationally and statistically the diffusion of N  identical 

particles in a one-dimensional channel of a total length L  in cells. Each cell is either empty or 

contains at most one particle (we call this hard-core exclusion), and we also include adhesion 

between neighboring particles. This particle system is not allowed to be diluted during the 

diffusion process, in other words the number of particles in the channel is fixed (fixed average 

particle density).  

 

3.1 Introduction 

File dynamics terminology (sometimes called single-file dynamics or single-file 

diffusion) is the diffusion of N ( N ) identical Brownian hard spheres in a quasi-one-

dimensional channel of length L  ( L ). The channel is so narrow that the particles cannot 

overtake each other and hence the order is preserved. The most famous statistical property of this 

process is that for a spatially-uniform initial distribution of particles, the mean squared 

displacement per particle 2x  increases according to 2/12 tx  , not tx  2 , as in ordinary 

diffusion [76-78]. In chapters 3-6 we study singe-file diffusion and examine the density-

dependent diffusion behavior of Brownian motion. The physical significance of single-file 

diffusion is that it has been used to study a wide variety of systems. For example, it describes ion 

transport through cell membranes [84], the diffusion of large molecules in zeolites [85,86], 

transport in narrow pores or superionic conductors [87,88], and the sliding of proteins along 

DNA [89]. 
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In this chapter we study the diffusion of  N  identical particles through a one-dimensional 

cellular distribution of finite length, with hard-core exclusion and nearest-neighbor attraction 

(adhesion). We start with a homogeneous distribution of the particles over the available cellular 

domain. This means ..ge  that if we count the total number of particles existing in each 

consecutive hundred cells of the cellular distribution, we will get approximately-equal numbers 

throughout the entire cellular domain. The average particle density   is defined as the total 

number of particles 
partsN , or simply N , divided by the total number of cells cellsN . 

 

The two ends of the cellular domain are closed. This means that a particle that reaches the right 

edge of the cellular domain during the diffusion process cannot jump any further to the right. 

Similarly, a particle that reaches the left edge of the cellular domain cannot jump to the left any 

further. Both partsN  and   are fixed. 

 

As for the inter-particle interaction rules, in addition to the rule that particles cannot pass each 

other (hard-core exclusion), we also include adhesion between neighboring particles. Both hard-

core exclusion and nearest-neighbor adhesion slow the diffusion, but in different ways. We 

discuss this in detail in both the computational-results and comment sections of this chapter. 

 

We now describe the CarloMonte   algorithm according to which the system evolves. In each 

CarloMonte   step (time step) every particle in the system is considered once in a random 

order. For each particle a direction in which it attempts to jump is chosen randomly, either to the 

right or to the left, with probability ½ for each. For illustration, let us assume that the direction 

chosen for the jump attempt is to the right. If the cell to the right is already occupied, the jump 

attempt to the right is unsuccessful. If the cells to both the right and left are vacant, the jump 

attempt to the right succeeds with probability 1. Finally, if the cell to the right is vacant, but the 

cell to the left is occupied, the jump attempt to the right succeeds with a reduced probability 

1 , because the jump breaks a nearest-neighbor bond. Whenever a jump attempt is 
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unsuccessful, the particle must wait unti the next time step before attempting to jump again. 

Completely-analogous rules govern jumps to the left. The above rules can be simply expressed in 

terms of occupation numbers 
ju , where 1ju  if the cell j  is occupied, and 0ju  if it is 

empty. The probability 

iT  that a jump attempt from cell i  to the right is successful and the 

corresponding probability 

iT  for a jump attempt to the left are given by    

)1)(1( 11 

  iii uuT  ,           (3.1) 

)1)(1( 11 

  iii uuT  .         (3.2) 

 

At any given time step, the mean squared displacement 2x  per particle is calculated according 

to 
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1
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1

,             (3.3) 

where )(txi  is the position of the ith  particle at time t  (Note that at any time step, the x

coordinate value of a particle is the same as the x coordinate value of the cell in which it is 

currently residing). As will be shown in the computational-results section, the model presented 

here represents an anomalous sub-diffusion process, where 2x  is found to be directly 

proportional to time to the one half ( A  is the proportionality constant). This is represented by 

                                                                       
2/12 tAx  .            (3.4) 

 

The average first moment  )(tx  (center of mass) of the distribution of particles at any time step is 

calculated according to 
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The average second moment  2)(tx  (radius of gyration squared) at any time step is calculated 

according to 





N

i

i tx
N

tx
1

22 )(
1

)( .        (3.6) 

The width )(tW  of the particle distribution at any time step is calculated according to 

                 
222 )()())()(()(  txtxtxtxtW .                                (3.7) 

 

Unlike other one-dimensional particle-diffusion simulation projects that we present in the 

subsequent chapters, there is no late-time transient in this model. This is because (as I explained 

earlier) the two ends of the cellular distribution are closed and particles do not escape from the 

system during the CarloMonte  simulation. The absence of a late-time transient means that the 

statistical pattern of the particle distribution after ..ge  three thousand time units is the same as 

after three million time units. The particle distribution is initially homogeneous, and it remains 

approximately homogeneous at all times. 

 

We use the term “tracer or tagged-particle diffusion” because here we focus on the diffusion of 

the individual particles. In the statistical analysis, we track the displacement of each particle 

relative to its original location. This is in contrast to some of the next chapters, which focus on 

the “bulk or collective diffusion,” which is the diffusion of the system of particles as a whole 

with respect to a reference point, such as the origin (center) of the cellular domain. 

 

Diffusion processes may be classified into two fundamental categories, anomalous and non-

anomalous (ordinary) diffusion. A non-anomalous diffusion process is a one with a linear 

relationship between the mean squared displacement of the diffusing particles and time. On the 

other hand, anomalous diffusion processes are those that have a non-linear relationship between 

the mean squared displacement and time. If the plot of 
2x  vs. t  curves upwards, the process is 
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called anomalous super-diffusion. Examples of that are facilitated diffusion and active cellular 

transport. If the plot of 2x  vs. t  curves downwards, the process is called anomalous sub-

diffusion. Examples are diffusion in porous media, diffusion on percolation clusters, diffusion on 

fractal spaces, diffusion with traps, and so forth. 

 

In discussing the diffusion of a system of particles with positions )(txi , we use the following 

terminology: 

If  22 ))0()(( xtxx
qt , and  

(a) if 1q , this corresponds to a non-anomalous (ordinary) diffusion process, 

(b) if 1q , this corresponds to an anomalous sub-diffusion process, 

(c) if 1q , this corresponds to an anomalous super-diffusion process. 

 

Our work is outlined as follows. In section (3.2) we present the continuum formulation of the 

single-file dynamics. In section (3.3) we discuss the CarloMonte   algorithm of the simulation. 

In section (3.4) we introduce our computational results. These results include snapshots of the 

diffusing particle distribution at various time values, the time evolution of the mean squared 

displacement and its dependence on both the adhesion coefficient and the particle density, the 

time evolution of the average first and second moments and width of the particle distribution, 

and the dependence of the coefficient A  in Eq. (3.4) on both the adhesion coefficient and the 

particle density. A brief summary is presented in section (3.5).  

 

3.2 The Continuum Formulation of Single-File Dynamics 

In the continuum formulation of single-file diffusion )|,( 0XtXP , which is the joint 

probability density function ( PDF ) for all the particles in file, obeys the normal diffusion 

equation [79] 
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Here, },...,,{ 21 NxxxX   is the set of particle positions at time t , and 0X is the value of X  at 

0t . Equation (3.8) is solved with the no-passing boundary conditions [79] 

jjjjjj xxxxxx XtXPDXtXPD  


111
))|,(())|,(( 00 ,       (3.9) 

corresponding to single-file diffusion, with Nj ,...,2,1  and with the appropriate initial 

condition 

)()|0,( ,010 jj

N

j xxXXP    .      (3.10) 

The general solution of Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) [79] is 
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where P  denotes a sum over all !N  permutations of the N  particles. 

 

According to [79] for the uniform initial distribution  jx j,0 , where   is the distance between 

consequtive particles, the probability distribution of a tagged particle with coordinate x~  is 

                                              
Dtxx

extxP
22

0 /)~~(

0 )~|,~(


 ,                  (3.12) 

Where 0
~x  is the initial position of the tagged particle. Equation (3.12) implies 

                                              Dtxxx 22

0

2

2

1
)~~(~  ,                  (3.13) 

corresponding to anomalous sub-diffusion, and establishing the famous statistical property 

mentioned in section 3.1 [76,78]. In Eq. (3.13)   is the spacing between neighboring particles, 

where 


1
 .  
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3.3 The Monte-Carlo Algorithm 

Here we consider a one-dimensional lattice of 10001 lattice sites (cells). The average 

particle density   is 0.5, so we have an average of almost 5000 particles homogeneously 

distributed along these cells. The x  coordinates of the leftmost, central, and rightmost cells in 

the distribution are -5000, 0, and 5000 respectively, and the number of particles is conserved. 

The value of the adhesion coefficient   can be anywhere between 0 and 1, so ]1,0[ . Hard-

core exclusion is activated so that each cell can be occupied by one particle at most, and we let 

the system evolve for 5000 CarloMonte  (time) steps. This corresponds to 5000 particles   

5000 time steps = 25 Million hopping attempts for the one-dimensional system. We do not let the 

system of particles evolve any later than 5000 time units, since the closed ends of the lattice 

maintain almost a constant localized average particle density at all times, and subsequently the 

effects of the two diffusion-retarding parameters (collisions and adhesion between neighboring 

particles) on the diffusion remain invariant. As a consequence, when examining the time 

evolution of any statistical property ( ..ge  the mean squared displacement), very long times are 

not needed. We consider 5000t  to be long enough so that each particle has many encounters 

with its neighbors. 

 

3.4 The Computational Results 

In this section we present the computational results that we obtained from the 

CarloMonte  simulation of the system described in the introduction to this chapter. 

 

3.4.1 Snapshots of the Diffusing Particle Distribution 

 In this sub-section we present snapshots taken of the diffusing particle distribution at 

various times. At each of these times, we count the number of particles in each consecutive 500 

cells, and then plot this on the y-axis vs. the average cellular position (of each consecutive 500 

cells) on the x-axis. 
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Fig. 3.1. Snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution, where 5.0 , 5000partsN , 1.0 , and

10001cellsN . We present here 4 snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution taken at 4 different time 

values ( t =0, 1000, 3000, and 5000). The values of the local particle density are calculated by counting 

the number of particles in each consecutive 500 cells of the lattice. We then plot the local particle density 

on the y axis vs. the average cellular position (of each consecutive 500 cells) on the x axis. The 

homogeneous initial state is preserved by the particle distribution at all times. Theses 4 curves overlap at 

some points due to the particles’ motion in both directions as time elapses as they bounce off the closed 

ends of the lattice.   

    

The two ends of the cellular domain are closed. As a consequence, the system does not become 

diluted as time elapses, and the particle distribution remains approximately homogeneous at all 

times, as seen in Fig. 3.1. 
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3.4.2 The Mean Squared Displacement 

 In this sub-section we present the data we obtained for the variations of the mean squared 

displacement, defined in Eq. (3.3), with time, and with time to the one half, and the dependence 

of the mean squared displacement on both the average particle density   and the adhesion 

coefficient  .  

 

Fig. 3.2. Time evolution of the mean squared displacement, where 5.0 , 5000partsN , 0 , and 

10001cellsN . The blue line represents the actual data and the red line represents the prediction (3.14) 

for a fully-random distribution. Here, the anomalous sub-diffusion behavior is exhibited by the particle 
distribution at all times. These data are based on averaging over 60 simulations. 
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The diffusion process presented here is classified as an anomalous sub-diffusion process, 

because the plot of 2x  vs. t  is curved down. This is illustrated by Fig. 3.2.  

 

Fig. 3.3. Mean squared displacement vs. time to the one half, where 5.0 , 5000partsN , 0 , and 

10001cellsN . The blue line represents the actual data and the red line represents the prediction (3.14) 

for a fully-random distribution. The variation is approximately linear as statistically predicted by Eq. 

(3.13). These data are based on averaging over 60 simulations. 

 

As shown in Fig. 3.3, the mean squared displacement is directly proportional to time to the one 

half as predicted for single-file diffusion without nearest-neighbor attraction by T. E. Harris in 

1965 [76], and then independently by Lebowitz and Percus in 1967 [78]. Here, the diffusion 

process is represented by Eq. (3.4). The numerical value of the proportionality constant A  is 
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0.9205. According to Krapivsky [90], Eq. (3.13) can be written in terms of   for a particle 

distribution in which the initial positions of the particles are chosen randomly as 

2/12/12 ))(
1

(2 At
Dt

x 






      (3.14) 

for long times, where the theoretical value of D  for our dynamical algorithm is 0.5, as shown in 

Appendix E. With 5.0 , Eq. (3.14) predicts that the value of the proportionality constant is 

7981.0)
1

()/2( 2/1 






A , which is in good agreement with our experimental value               

( 9205.0A  in Fig. 3.3) corresponding to an error of approximately 15%. 

 

Fig. 3.4. Time evolution of the mean squared displacement at various average particle density values. 

Here, we have 5 curves. The top curve has the lowest number of particles with 1.0  ( 1000partsN ), 

and the bottom curve has the highest number of particles with 5.0  ( 5000partsN ). The anomalous 

sub-diffusion behavior is preserved by the particle distribution independent of  . The value of   is kept 

constant for all 5 curves, where 1.0  and 10001cellsN . 
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The mean squared displacement exhibits an anomalous sub-diffusion behavior independent of  . 

Increasing   reduces the value of 2x . This is illustrated by Fig. 3.4. As expected, a greater   

value means a more-concentrated particle distribution and more inter-particle collisions, with a 

subsequent reduction in the value of 2x . Moreover, a density-dependent diffusion behavior is 

observed where 2x , or the diffusion in general, is found to be dependent on  . 

 

Fig. 3.5. Mean squared displacement vs. time to the one half at various average particle density values, 

where 1.0  and 10001cellsN . Here, 2x  varies as 2/1t  independent of  . 

 

The mean squared displacement of the particles varies as time to the one half independent of  . 

This is demonstrated by Fig. 3.5. Increasing   lowers the curve of 2x  vs. 2/1t , as expected. 
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Fig. 3.6. Time evolution of the mean squared displacement at various adhesion coefficient values, where

5.0 , 5000partsN , and 10001cellsN . Here, we have 5 curves. The top curve has the lowest   

value ( 0 ), and the bottom curve has the highest   value ( 8.0 ). Statistical fluctuations cause the 

2 curves with 2.0  and 4.0  to cross. There is an anomalous sub-diffusion independent of  . 

The value of   is kept constant for all 5 curves. 

 

The mean squared displacement shows an anomalous sub-diffusion behavior independent of the 

adhesion coefficient. This is illustrated by Fig. 3.6. A greater   leads to a smaller 2x  value, 

since neighboring particles stick more strongly to each other and become less free to move. 
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Fig. 3.7. Mean squared displacement vs. time to the one half at various adhesion coefficient values, where

5.0 , 5000partsN , and 10001cellsN . Here, 2x  varies as 2/1t  independent of  . 

 

The mean squared displacement varies as time to the one half independent of the adhesion 

coefficient. This is illustrated by Fig. 3.7.  
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3.4.3 Average First and Second Moments and Width of the Particle 

Distribution 

 In this sub-section we present our numerical results for the time evolution of the average 

first moment, average second moment, and width of the particle distribution. 

 

Fig. 3.8. Time evolution of the average first moment (center of mass), where 5.0 , 5000partsN , 

1.0 , and 10001cellsN . The value of  )(tx  at any time step is calculated according to Eq. (3.5). 

 

The average first moment  )(tx  of the particle distribution, calculated according to Eq. (3.5), 

fluctuates back and forth around zero as time elapses. This is illustrated by Fig. 3.8. This 

indicates that the particles diffuse to the right and left with equal probability. 
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Fig. 3.9. Time evolution of the average second moment, where 5.0 , 5000partsN , 1.0 , and

10001cellsN . The value of  2)(tx  at any time step is calculated according to Eq. (3.6). 

 

The average second moment  2)(tx  of the particle distribution (calculated according to Eq. 

(3.6)) starts close to the value 62 103.8
3

1
xN parts   for a perfectly-homogeneous distribution. Then 

it fluctuates back and forth around this value as time elapses. It does not increase with time 

because of the closed ends of the cellular domain that prevent any expansion of the particle 

distribution. This is illustrated by Fig. 3.9. 
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Fig. 3.10. Time evolution of the width of the distribution, where 5.0 , 5000partsN , 1.0 , and

10001cellsN . The value of )(tW  at any time step is calculated according to Eq. (3.7). 

 

The width )(tW  of the particle distribution (calculated according to Eq. (3.7)) starts with a value 

of approximately 2891 close to the expected value of 28863/ partsN . Then it fluctuates very 

close to that value and does not increase as time elapses. Again the reason is that the closed ends 

of the cellular domain prevent any expansion of the particle distribution as time elapses. 
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3.4.4 Factors Affecting the Coefficient (A) 

 In this sub-section we study the dependence of the coefficient A  in Eq. (3.4) on the 

average particle density   and the adhesion coefficient  .  

 

Fig. 3.11. Dependence of the coefficient A  on the adhesion coefficient, where 3.0 , 3000partsN , 

and 10001cellsN . The value of A  is calculated according to Eq. (3.4) at 11 different   values while 

  is kept constant. When 1  both A  and 2x  are equal to zero.  

 

Increasing   reduces the values of both the coefficient A  and 2x , as expected. This is 

illustrated by Fig. 3.11. 
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Fig. 3.12. Dependence of the coefficient A  on the adhesion coefficient at various average particle 

density values, where 10001cellsN . Five curves are presented here. The highest curve has the lowest 

average particle density ( 1.0 ), and the lowest curve has the highest one ( 5.0 ) as expected. Along 

each curve   is kept constant while A  is measured at 11 different   values.  

 

Increasing the adhesion coefficient   decreases the coefficient A  independent of the average 

particle density  . Increasing   lowers the plot of A  vs.  , as expected. The rate of change of 

A  with respect to   is relatively small for small and moderate   values. However, when   is 

close to 1, the particles stick together and stop moving, and the coefficient A  drops to zero. This 

is illustrated by Fig. 3.12.  
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Fig. 3.13. Dependence of the coefficient A  on the average particle density, where 0  and 

10001cellsN . The blue line represents the actual data. The red line represents the prediction (3.14). 

Along each curve, the value of A  is measured at 5 different   values (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5) while 

  is kept constant. 

 

Increasing the average particle density causes a significant reduction in the coefficient A  value, 

as expected. This is illustrated by Fig. 3.13. In both Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.13, we see that for a 

small to moderate  , A  is more sensitive to variations in   than to variations in  . Thus, 

space availability has a greater impact on the diffusion process than inter-particle adhesion. 

According to Eq. (3.14) the theoretical prediction for A  for the case 0  is )
1

()
2

( 2/1








, 

which fits perfectly with the actual data (see Fig. 3.13). Moreover, a density-dependent diffusion 

behavior is confirmed once again where A  is found to be dependent on  . 
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Fig. 3.14. Dependence of the coefficient A  on the average particle density at various adhesion 

coefficient values, where 10001cellsN . Here, we have 10 curves. Along each curve   is kept constant 

while studying the variation of A  with  .  

 

Increasing the average particle density causes a significant reduction in the coefficient A  

independent of the adhesion coefficient. Significant increases in   only cause slight lowering of 

the curve of A  vs.  , as expected. This is illustrated by Fig. 3.14. This indicates once again that 

A  is more sensitive to variations in   than to variations in   for small to moderate   values. 
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3.5 Summary and Conclusions 

 Having studied the one-dimensional diffusion of Brownian particles with hard-core 

exclusion and nearest-neigbor attraction for a homogeneous initial distribution with a fixed 

average particle density, we reach the following conclusions: 

1- As proved by T. E. Harris in 1965 and then later independently by Lebowitz and Percus 

in 1967, the mean squared displacement 2x  per particle varies according to 2/12 Atx   

for single-file diffusion. We have shown that including nearest-neighbor adhesion does 

not change the 2/1t  dependence, but does decrease the proportionality constant A .  

 

2- Increasing the average particle density magnifies the effect of the hard-core exclusion 

rule on the diffusion process, and consequently decreases the values of both 2x  and A . 

 

3- A density-dependent diffusion behavior is observed where both 2x  and A  (and the 

diffusion in general) are found to be dependent on the average particle density. 

 

4- The coefficient A  is more sensitive to variations in the average particle density than to 

variations in the adhesion coefficient for small to moderate   values. 

 

5- The anomalous diffusion seen in this CarloMonte   simulation is a result of the trapping 

imposed by the no-passing restriction. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DIFFUSION WITH HARD-CORE EXCLUSION AND NEAREST-

NEIGHBOR ADHESION: BULK DIFFUSION FOR A GAUSSIAN INITIAL 

DISTRIBUTION 

 

 Here we consider the same dynamics, with hard-core exclusion and nearest-neighbor 

attraction, as in the preceding chapter. Now, however, the initial distribution is Gaussian rather 

than uniform.We will see that for single-file diffusion with no adhesion the distribution remains 

Gaussian as the system evolves and is exactly the same as for non-interacting particles. We 

investigate how the width parameter   of the original Gaussian distribution and the adhesion 

coefficient   affect the bulk diffusion of the particles with respect to the origin of the lattice. We 

also study the time evolution of the moments and width of the distribution. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

As in the preceding chapter we start with a one-dimensional lattice of cellsN  cells. Each 

cell can be occupied by one particle at most (the hard-core exclusion rule). For simplicity, we 

assume an odd number of cells. The x  coordinates of the leftmost, central, and rightmost cells 

are 2/)1(min  cellsNx , 0x , and 2/)1(max  cellsNx  respectively. 

  

We then choose a Gaussian function of the form 

)/exp()0,( 22 xtxP  ,        (4.1) 

where )0,( txP  is the probability that the cell located at the position x  is occupied by a 

particle at the beginning of the simulation ( 0t ), and   is a parameter that characterizes the 

width of the Gaussian function. According to Eq. (4.1) the cell located exactly at the center of the 

distribution is occupied at 0t , and the further from the central cell, the less likely we are to 
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find the cells occupied. The cellular occupancy probability goes down as 
22 /xe  as we approach 

the two ends of the cellular domain, and consequently cells located at the tails are almost 

guaranteed to be unoccupied at the beginning of the simulation. 

 

The average number of particles in the simuation is  





max
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22 /
x

xx

xav

parts eN  ,                    (4.2)  

which increases as   increases. For max1 x , we have 

                     




   dxeN xav

parts

22 / .                   (4.3) 

 

During the simulation we keep the number of lattice sites fixed. The greater the value of the 

parameter   in Eq. (4.1), the wider the Gaussian cellular occupancy probability function, and 

the greater the number of particles in the system. We can control the number of particles 

participating in the diffusion process by adjusting the numerical value of the parameter  . As 

for the time evolution and the inter-particle interaction rules in this model, they are the same as 

in chapter 3. 

 

Unlike the uniform initial distribution considered in chapter 3, there is a late-time transient for 

the Gaussian initial distribution, as particles reach the extremes of the cellular domain. We start 

with a Gaussian initial state, where the greatest localized particle density is found close to the 

center of the lattice. During the simulation, the particles diffuse away from the crowded center 

towards the empty tails, and the Gaussian shape is preserved at all times (as is shown in section 

4.3). Eventually, at very late times, the localized particle density becomes almost uniform over 

the entire cellular domain.  
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In this chapter we study the bulk or collective diffusion for a Gaussian initial distribution of 

particles. We do not track the individual displacement values that each particle has made relative 

to its original location at any time step, but instead monitor the diffusion of the entire particle 

distribution with respect to a reference point chosen to be the center of the cellular domain 

located at 0x .  

 

At any given time step, we calculate the net increase in the average second moment of the 

particles due to the diffusion according to  
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222 )0()()( ,                 (4.4) 

where 



N

i

ixx
1

22 )0()0(  is the average second moment of the particle distribution at 0t  

(before the diffusion starts). Examining the time evolution of  2)(tx  or 
Nettx  2)(  enables us to 

monitor the bulk diffusion process of the particle distribution with respect to the point 0x . 

 

The bulk diffusion process studied here is non-anomalous (as shown by the computational results 

in section (4.3)), and is described by 

      Dttx 2)( 2           (4.5) 

for long times, where D  is the diffusion constant of the particle distribution with respect to the 

origin of the lattice. Combining Eqs. (3.6) and (4.5) yields 
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 .        (4.6) 

 

Our work is outlined as follows. In section (4.2) we present the CarloMonte   algorithm we 

applied to this model, besides an overview of the computational effort. In section (4.3) we 
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present our computational results, which include snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution, 

study of the time evolution of the average second moment of the particle distribution and factors 

contributing to it, results for the time evolution of the average first moment and width of the 

particle distribution, and we investigate the effects of the Gaussian parameter   and the 

adhesion coefficient   on the bulk diffusion constant of the particle distribution D . Finally, the 

summary and conclusions are given in section (4.4). 

 

4.2 The Monte-Carlo Algorithm 

 In this section we present the numerical ranges of the parameters used in the simulation, 

along with the computational effort. The numerical range of the Gaussian parameter   we 

operated on is [250,550]. When 250  there are approximately 430 particles, and when 

550  there are approximately 970 particles. This is in a very good agreement with Eq. (4.3). 

We again have a linear distribution of 10001 cells. The x  coordinates of the leftmost, central, 

and rightmost cells are -5000, 0, and 5000 respectively. The numerical range of the adhesion 

coefficient   we consider is [0,1]. Finally, we let the system evolve until 2 million time units 

have elapsed, since a significant change in the initial localized particle density has taken place by 

that time. 

 

Concerning the computational effort of the simulation, we have on average 700 particles   

2000000 time units = 1.4 billion hopping attempts just for that one-dimensional system. This is 

the effort for one simulation only, and we re-run the simulation each time we change the 

numerical values of the input parameters.  

 

4.3 The Computational Results 

In this section we present the computational results that we obtained from the 

CarloMonte  simulation of the system described in the introduction section.  
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4.3.1 The Cellular Occupancy Probability 

 In this sub-section we present the data we obtained for the cellular occupancy probability 

for both symmetric and non-symmetric initial states. 

 

The cellular occupancy probability is a symmetric function of the cellular position for initial 

state, where )/exp()0,( 22 xtxP   for all x  values. As a result, there are approximately 

equal numbers of particles on both sides of the distribution. The center of mass of a one-

dimensional particle distribution, with this probability distribution, is located at the origin. This 

is illustrated by part (a) in Fig. 4.1. 

 

           (a) 
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      (b) 

Fig. 4.1. The cellular occupancy probability is a function of the cellular position. In (a) we present a 

symmetric initial state, where 
22 /)0,( xexP   and 250 , and in (b) we present a non-symmetric 

initial state, where 
22 /)0,( xexP   for 0x  and 

22 10/)0,( xexP   for 0x  and 250 . In both 

(a) and (b) we have 10001cellsN . 

 

We also consider a non-symmetric function of the cellular position for initial state, where  

)/exp()0,( 22 xtxP   for 0x  and ))10/(exp()0,( 22 xtxP   for 0x . As a result, 

there are more particles at 0x  than at 0x . The center of mass of a one-dimensional particle 

distribution with this probability distribution is shifted away from the origin 0x  to a positive 

value of x . This is illustrated by part (b) in Fig. 4.1. 
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4.3.2 Snapshots of the Diffusing Particle Distribution 

In this sub-section we show snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution and study their 

dependence on the Gaussian parameter   and the adhesion coefficient  .  

 

With no inter-particle adhesion and low  , the system of particles becomes significantly diluted 

by 2000000t , as illustrated by part (a) in Fig. 4.2. The Gaussian shape is preserved at all 

times as the system evolves (see parts (b) and (c) in Fig. 4.2). The snapshots in (a) in Fig. 4.2 

show the one-particle probability density ),( txsf  for single-file diffusion, except that it is not 

normalized to area one. In Appendix C we present the statistical proof of the important result that 

for 0  the probability densities ),( txord  and ),( txsf  for ordinary and single-file diffusion 

respectively are the same. 

 

            (a) 
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     (b) 
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            (c) 

Fig. 4.2. Snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution with no adhesion and low Sigma, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 250 , 430partsN , 0 , and 10001cellsN . In (a) the local particle 

concentration is plotted vs. the average cellular position of each consecutive 100 cells. In (b) we present a 

comparison of the actual and theoretical snapshots individually. Each actual snapshot and its 
corresponding theoretical curve are in a separate chart. In (c) we present a comparison of the actual and 

theoretical snapshots all together. The 5 actual snapshots in (a) and the corresponding 5 theoretical curves 

are all in one chart. In both (b) and (c) the theoretical Gaussian distributions at various time values are 

calculated according to Eq. (4.14) and compared with the actual snapshots in (a). 

 

For single-file diffusion with Nxxx  ...21  the solution to the N - particle diffusion equation 

is given by Eq. (3.11), which may be written as 

      



}{ 1

000011 )),((),...,|,,...,(
P

N

n

nnNNsf tpxxPxxtxxP ,                 (4.7)  
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where 
}{P

denotes a sum over all !N  permutations of Nxx 001 ,..., , and ),(0 txP  is the solution of 

the one-particle diffusion equation for a particle which is originally at the origin given by [78,80] 

(see Appendix D) 

Dt

e
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Dtx

4
),(

4/

0

2

 .        (4.8) 

The final result of ),( txsf  (see Appendix C) is 
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Substituting Eq. (4.8) into Eq. (4.9) yields 
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From Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) it is clear that ),( txord  satisfies the one-particle diffusion equation 

0),()( 2  txD sfxt  ,      (4.11) 

with the initial condition 


 
N

n

nsf xxNx
1

0

1 )()0,(  . Now to compare this with our model we 

need to solve the diffusion equation with a different initial condition 

22 /

maxmod )0,(  x

el ex  .      (4.12) 

Replacing t  by tt 0  in Eq. (4.10) yields another solution 

)(4/
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other e
ttD

tx






 ,     (4.13) 

which has the form of a Gaussian function at 0t . To fit the initial condition in Eq. (4.12) we 

choose Dt 4/2

0   and multiply ),( txother  by max

2/1  . This yields 
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 ,     (4.14) 

which satisfies the diffusion equation (4.11) with the initial condition (4.12). In our model 

100max   since most of the 100 cells closest to the origin are initially occupied. In chapter 3 

we saw that for a uniform initial distribution of particles the single-file or no-passing restriction 

greatly slows down the tracer diffusion. That this is also the case for particles near the center of a 

Gaussian initial distribution is shown in chapter 5. Thus, it may come as s surprise that, in 

contrast to tracer diffusion, the single-file restriction has absolutely no effect on the bulk or 

collective diffusion. This is confirmed by (b) and (c) in Fig. 4.2, where ),(mod txel , defined in 

Eq. (4.14), both fits the actual snapshots perfectly at all times and satisfies the same diffusion 

equation (Eq. (4.11)) as for non-interacting particles. That the bulk or collective diffusion is 

unaffected by the no-passing restriction may be understood intuitively as follows. The quantity  

),( txsf  is insensitive to the labelling of the individual particles. If two particles collide with 

hard-core exclusion and we switch their labels at the instant of collision, the final state is the 

same as if the particles just passed each other, without hard-core exclusion.  
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Fig. 4.3. Snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution with low adhesion and low Sigma, where
22 /)0,( xexP  , 250 , 430partsN , 1.0 , and 10001cellsN . Here, the local particle 

concentration is plotted vs. the average cellular position of each consecutive 100 cells. 

 

With low   and   values, the system of particles becomes significantly diluted by t 2000000, 

as illustrated by Fig. 4.3. 

 

Fig. 4.4. Snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution with low adhesion and high Sigma, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 950 , 1700partsN , 1.0 , and 10001cellsN . Here, the local particle 

concentration is plotted vs. the average cellular position of each consecutive 200 cells. 

 

With high   and low  , it takes the system of particles considerably more than two million 

time units to become significantly diluted. This is illustrated by Fig. 4.4. 
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Fig. 4.5. Snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution with high adhesion and low Sigma, where
22 /)0,( xexP  , 250 , 430partsN , 7.0 , and 10001cellsN . Here, the local particle 

concentration is plotted vs. the average cellular position of each consecutive 100 cells. 

 

With low  , a high   value slows down the diffusion of the particle distribution during the 

early-time transient. However,   has a lesser effect on the diffusion of the system at late times, 

because the particles are farther away from each other. This is illustrated by Fig. 4.5. 
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Fig. 4.6. Snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution with high adhesion and high Sigma, where
22 /)0,( xexP  , 950 , 1700partsN , 7.0 , and 10001cellsN . Here, the local particle 

concentration is plotted vs. the average cellular position of each consecutive 100 cells. 

 

With both high   and   values, the particle distribution evolves very slowly. After two million 

time units have elapsed, the system is still very close to its initial state. The adhesion coefficient  

  is a diffusion-retarding parameter. We will see that increasing   retards the tracer diffusion 

but not the bulk diffusion (see Figs. 4.13 and 5.3). A higher   value means a wider particle 

distribution, more particles participating in the diffusion process, and more inter-particle 

interactions, and interactions between the particles (adhesion and hard-core exclusion) retard the 

diffusion process. This is illustrated by Fig. 4.6. 
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Fig. 4.7. Snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution at early times at various adhesion coefficient 

values, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 250 , 430partsN , 100000t , and 10001cellsN . Here, the 

local particle concentration is plotted vs. the average cellular position of each consecutive 100 cells. 

 

At a constant   value, a higher   leads to a slower diffusion process at early times. This is 

illustrated by Fig. 4.7. 
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Fig. 4.8. Snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution at early times at various Sigma values, where
22 /)0,( xexP  , 0 , 100000t , and 10001cellsN . Here, the local particle concentration is 

plotted vs. the average cellular position of each consecutive 200 cells. 

 

At early times, a larger   value leads to a wider particle distribution. This is illustrated by Fig. 

4.8. 
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Fig. 4.9. Snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution at late times at various adhesion coefficient 

values, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 250 , 430partsN , 1000000t , and 10001cellsN . Here, the 

local particle concentration is plotted vs. the average cellular position of each consecutive 100 cells. 

 

At late times, and with a constant  , a greater   leads to a slightly-slower diffusion. At late 

times the particles are far away from each other, and the two diffusion-retarding parameters 

(hard-core exclusion and adhesion) have little effects on the diffusion process. This is illustrated 

by Fig. 4.9. Adhesion tends to slow down the diffusion process noticeably only during the early-

time transient when the particles are still close to one another. 
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Fig. 4.10. Snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution at late times at various Sigma values, where
22 /)0,( xexP  , 1.0 , 1000000t , and 10001cellsN . Here, the local particle concentration is 

plotted vs. the average cellular position of each consecutive 500 cells. 

 

With a constant  , a particle distribution with a greater   takes a longer time to reach the late-

time transient and become significantly diluted. This is illustrated by Fig. 4.10. 
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4.3.3 The Average Second Moment 

In this sub-section we present the computational results we obtained that study the time 

evolution of the average second moment and its dependence on both the adhesion coefficient   

and the Gaussian parameter   values, and the variation of the average second moment with time 

for various particle groups located around the central cell. 

 

The initial average second moment  2)0(x  of the Gaussian distribution is given by 

2/)0( 2

/

/2

2

22

22























x

x

ec

dxexc

x .                 (4.15) 

 

                (a) 
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               (b) 

Fig. 4.11. Time evolution of the average second moment. (a) Time evolution of the average second 

moment for 60 different simulations. Here,  2)(tx  is calculated according to Eq. (3.6) for each 

simulation. (b) Comparison between the average and predicted curves. Where  2)(tx  is calculated 

according to Eq. (4.16) for the red curve. The blue curve is the average of the 60 simulations presented in 
Fig. 4.11(a). The predicted curve is within the error bars of the average curve. For both figures 

22 /)0,( xexP  , 250 , 0 , 430partsN , and 10001cellsN .  

 

For 0 ,  2)(tx  is the same as for non-interacting particles and given by 

Dttx 2
2

)(
2

2 


.                  (4.16) 
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In part (a) in Fig. 4.11, the time evolution of  2)(tx , calculated according to Eq. (3.6), is shown 

for 60 simulations. The blue curve in part (b) in Fig. 4.11 shows the average of the 60 

simulations, and the error bars indicate the standard deviation. The simulations are in good 

agreement with the theoretical prediction (4.16), shown in red with 5.0D  and 250 . The 

slopes of the red and blue curves differ by 3.9% but agree within the error bars. Thus, the one-

dimensional bulk diffusion, for a Gaussian initial distribution, is a non-anomalous diffusion 

process, with a linear relationship between the average second moment and time.  

Fig. 4.12. Time evolution of the net average second moment at various adhesion coefficient values, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 250 , 430partsN , and 10001cellsN . Here, Nettx  2)(  is calculated 

according to Eq. (4.4). The ordinary diffusion behavior is preserved by the particle distribution 

independent of  . 
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Increasing   reduces the 
Nettx  2)(  value, because a greater   means that neighboring particles 

stick more strongly together and become less free to move. The particle distribution retains the 

non-anomalous behavior independent of the   value. This is illustrated by Fig. 4.12. 

 

Fig. 4.13. Time evolution of the net average second moment at various Sigma values, where
22 /)0,( xexP  , 1.0 , and 10001cellsN . Here, Nettx  2)(  is calculated according to Eq. (4.4). 

The ordinary diffusion behavior is preserved by the particle distribution independent of  . 

 

Changing   does not have any noticeable effect on the Nettx  2)(  value, as illustrated by Fig. 

4.13. This is consistent with the exact result tDttx Net  2)( 2  for 0 , with the bulk 

diffusion constant D  equal to ½ in our dynamical algorithm independent of  . 
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Fig. 4.14. Time evolution of the net average second moment for various particle groups located around 

the central cell, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 280 , 500partsN , 1.0 , and 10001cellsN . The 

first group has the 100 particles closest to the center of the lattice. The fifth group has the 100 particles 

furthest away from the center. Here, 
Nettx  2)(  is calculated according to Eq. (4.4).  

 

Particles located at the tails of the distribution experience a faster diffusion than their core 

counterparts. This fact is illustrated by Fig. 4.14, where we have a distribution of almost 500 

particles, and we divide them into five groups of 100 particles each, then we monitor the time 

evolution of Nettx  2)(  calculated for each group individually. The first particle group has the 

100 particles right around the center of the lattice, and consequently is the one that experiences 

the slowest diffusion. On the other hand, the fifth particle group includes both the 50 rightmost 

plus the 50 leftmost particles in the distribution, and consequently is the one that experiences the 

fastest diffusion. 
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4.3.4 Factors Affecting the Diffusion Constant (D) 

 In this sub-section we present the computational results we obtained that investigate the 

effects of the adhesion coefficient   and the Gaussian parameter   on the diffusion constant D  

calculated according to Eq. (4.6). 

 

Fig. 4.15. Dependence of the diffusion constant on the adhesion coefficient, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  ,

250 , 430partsN , and 10001cellsN . Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. (4.6) at 11 

different   values. 

 

Increasing   causes a reduction in the value of the bulk diffusion constant of the particle 

distribution, as expected. This is demonstrated by Fig. 4.15. The rate of change of D  with 

respect to   is small for small and moderate   values. However, when   is large, this rate is 

very large.  
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Fig. 4.16. Dependence of the diffusion constant on the adhesion coefficient at various Sigma values, 

where 
22 /)0,( xexP   and 10001cellsN . Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. (4.6). Four curves 

are presented. Along each curve   is kept constant while D  is measured at 11 different   values. 

 

Changing   does not have any noticeable effect on the curve of D  vs.  , as expected. This is 

illustrated by Fig. 4.16. 
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Fig. 4.17. Dependence of the diffusion constant on Sigma, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 2.0 , and 

10001cellsN . Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. (4.6) at 4 different   values ( =250, 350, 

450, and 550) while   is kept constant. 

 

As shown in Fig. 4.17, changing   does not have any noticeable effect on the value of D , as 

expected. Again, this is consistent with the exact result tDttx Net  2)( 2  for 0 , with the 

bulk diffusion constant D  equal to ½ in our dynamical algorithm independent of  . In Fig. 4.17 

the value of D  is slightly less than 0.5 though, because we have 2.0 . 
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Fig. 4.18. Dependence of the diffusion constant on Sigma at various adhesion coefficient values, where
22 /)0,( xexP   and 10001cellsN . Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. (4.6). Ten curves are 

presented here. Along each curve   is kept constant while D  is measured at 4 different   values      

( =250, 350, 450, and 550). 

 

Increasing   lowers the curve of D  vs. , as expected. This is demonstrated by Fig. 4.18. The 

highest curve is the one with 0 , and the lowest is the one with 9.0 . However, all ten 

curves are almost flat, confirming once again that D  does not depend on  . 
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4.3.5 Average First Moment and Width of the Particle Distribution 

 In this sub-section we present the computational results we obtained for the following 

projects: 

1- Time evolution of the average first moment (center of mass) starting with a Gaussian 

initial state. 

2- Time evolution of the average first moment starting with a non-symmetric initial state. 

3- Time evolution of the width of the distribution. 

 

 

Fig. 4.19. Time evolution of the average first moment (center of mass) for a Gaussian initial distribution, 

where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 250 , 449partsN , 1.0 , and 10001cellsN . Here,  )(tx  is 

calculated according to Eq. (3.5). 
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Starting with a Gaussian initial state, the average first moment fluctuates back and forth around 

zero, indicating that the particle distribution is diffusing symmetrically around the origin. 

Moreover, the center of mass of the particle distribution remains at 0x  at all times. This is 

illustrated by Fig. 4.19. Here  )(tx  is calculated according to Eq. (3.5). 

 

Fig. 4.20. Time evolution of the average first moment (center of mass) for a non-symmetric initial 

distribution, where 
22 /)0,( xexP   for 0x  and 

22 10/)0,( xexP   for 0x , 250 , 

934partsN , 1.0 , and 10001cellsN . Here,  )(tx  is calculated according to Eq. (3.5). 

 

Starting with a non-symmetric initial state, the average first moment fluctuates back and forth 

around approximately a value of three hundred, indicating that the particle distribution is 

diffusing symmetrically around the point 300x . Moreover, the center of mass of the particle 

distribution remains at 300x  at all times. Thus, the non-symmetric initial state does not lead 
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to a motion of the center of mass. This is illustrated by Fig. 4.20. This is consistent with the 

result for 0  that the bulk diffusion is the same as for non-interacting particles. 

 

Fig. 4.21. Time evolution of the width of the distribution, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 250 , 

462partsN , 1.0 , and 10001cellsN . Here, )(tW  is calculated according to Eq. (3.7). 

 

The time rate of change of the width of the particle distribution becomes smaller as time elapses 

and the particle distribution becomes more diluted as illustrated by Fig. 4.21. This rate is 

indicative of the propagation speed at which the particle distribution is diffusing through the 

cellular domain. This confirms the density-dependent diffusion behavior of the system. At any 

time step, the width is calculated according to Eq. (3.7). This is to be expected, since the width 

increases as 2/12/12)( ttx   and its time derivative as 2/1t .  
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4.4 Summary and Conclusions 

Studying computationally and statistically the bulk diffusion model with hard-core exclusion 

and nearest-neighbor attraction for a Gaussian initial distribution, we reach the following 

conclusions: 

1- For 0  the single-file restriction has no effect on the bulk diffusion.  

 

2- The one-dimensional bulk diffusion is non-anomalous independent of  , with a linear 

relationship between the average second moment and time. 

 

3- From taking snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution (with various conditions) at 

various times, we conclude the following: 

a- The adhesion factor slows down the spreading of the particle distribution 

considerably during the early-time transient, when the particles are still close to each 

other. However, during the late-time transient, adhesion is not so effective in slowing 

down the diffusion since the particles are far away from each other. 

b- A particle distribution with a greater   needs more time to reach the late-time 

transient. 

 

4- Tail particles experience a faster diffusion than their core counterparts. 

 

5- Increasing the adhesion coefficient value slows down the diffusion, reducing both the 

average second moment and the bulk diffusion constant of the particles. 

 

6- Changing   does not have any noticeable effect on the diffusion constant for the bulk 

diffusion. 

 

7- From studying the time evolution of the average first moment and width of the particle 

distribution, we conclude the following: 

a- Irrespective of whether we start with a symmetric or non-symmetric initial state, the 

time rate of change of the average first moment stays very close to zero as time 
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elapses, indicating that the particle distribution diffuses symmetrically around its 

original center of mass. 

b- A density-dependent diffusion behavior is noticed by studying the time evolution of 

the width of the distribution, where the time rate of change of the width decreases as 

time elapses and the particle distribution becomes more diluted. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DIFFUSION WITH HARD-CORE EXCLUSION AND NEAREST-

NEIGHBOR ADHESION: TRACER DIFFUSION FOR A GAUSSIAN 

INITIAL DISTRIBUTION 

 

 

In this chapter we consider the same dynamics, with hard-core exclusion and nearest-

neighbor adhesion, as in chapter 3 and the same Gaussian initial distribution as in chapter 4. 

Here, however, we consider the tracer diffusion, instead of the bulk diffusion. Our main result is 

that the tracer diffusion is non-anomalous. We also study the dependence of both the diffusion 

constant and the mean squared displacement of the particles on both the adhesion coefficient   

and the Gaussian parameter  .     

 

5.1 Introduction 

The initial particle distribution here is the same as in chapter 4, and the mean squared 

displacement is calculated according to Eq. (3.3). Both the time evolution and the inter-particle 

interaction rules are exactly the same as in chapter 3. 

 

In chapter 3 we considered a homogeneous initial distribution of particles and confirmed the 

theoretical prediction for single-file diffusion that the mean squared displacement per particle 

grows as 2/1t . In this chapter we consider a Gaussian initial distribution, which is denser close to 

the center than at the tails. Thus, core particles experience the hard-core exclusion factor more 

strongly than their tail counterparts, and since the hard-core exclusion rule is what causes the 

anomalous behavior, it is interesting to ask whether the particles undergo anomalous or non-

anomalous tracer diffusion. The computational results presented in the fourth section of this 

chapter show that once we have passed the early-time transient, the particles exhibit a non-

anomalous (ordinary) diffusion behavior, with the mean squared displacement directly 
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proportional to time. Consequently, the diffusion process here is described by Eq. (4.5). 

Combining Eqs. (3.3) and (4.5), the effective tracer diffusion constant in our simulations can be 

calculated according to 

     txtx
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 ,                   (5.1)  

and the diffusion constant for any individual particle i  at any given time step is calculated 

according to 
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Our work is outlined as follows. In section (5.2) we review Aslangul’s results for the single-file 

diffusion of particles from an initial distribution with all the particles concentrated at the origin. 

In section (5.3) we present some details on the CarloMonte   algorithm and an overview of the 

computational effort. In section (5.4) we present our computational results, which include results 

for the time evolution of the mean squared displacement and its dependence on the adhesion 

coefficient   and the Gaussian parameter  , dependence of the effective tracer diffusion 

constant of the particle distribution on   and  , diffusion constant value distribution at late 

times (we examine here the diffusion constants of the individual particles), we also study the 

dependence of the individual diffusion constants of both core and tail particles at late times on 

the total number of particles, and we examine the density-dependent diffusion behavior of the 

system by studying the time evolution of the average first moment for various particle groups 

located at several different distances around the center of the particle distribution. Finally, the 

summary and conclusions are given in section (5.5). 
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5.2 Aslangul’s Model 

Here we review the statistical analysis of single-file diffusion carried out by Aslangul 

[80] around 1998. He considered a system of N  particles governed by the many-particle 

diffusion equation (3.8) with hard-core exclusion, so that the particles cannot pass each other.    

 

Aslangul analyzed the case in which the particles are all initially concentrated at the origin. For 

this initial condition the solution of the diffusion equation is  
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for Nxxx  ...21 , and 0);,...,,( 21 txxxP N  otherwise. This follows from the general 

solution (3.11) on setting all the initial positions Nxx ,01,0 ,...,  equal to zero. 

 

From Eq. (5.3) Aslangul derived an exact expression for the one-particle probability density of 

particle n . 
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and studied the first two moments  nx  and  2

nx . For the middle particle in a file of N  

particles, where N  is odd, he obtained 

02/)1(  Nx ,                     (5.5) 
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and for the the particles at the ends of the file 
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For ordinary diffusion without the single-file restriction,  nx  vanishes, since the particle n  is 

equally likely to diffuse to the right and to the left. For single-file diffusion, this is no longer the 

case, except for the middle particle, as is clear from the above results. Particles at the left and 

right ends of the file tend to migrate to the left and right, respectively, where the density of 

particles is lower. From Eqs. (5.5)-(5.8), one sees that the second cumulant 22  nn xx , which 

has the value Dt2  for ordinary diffusion, is greatly suppressed in single-file diffusion, by a factor 

1N  for the particle in the middle, where the concentration of particles is greatest, and by 

1)(ln N  for the particles at the ends.    

   

5.3 The Monte-Carlo Algorithm 

 In this section we present the numerical ranges of the parameters used in the simulation 

and the computational effort. The numerical range of   we considered is [150,950]. For 

250 , there are 430 particles, and for 550 , approximately 970 particles (in good 

agreement with Eq. (4.3)). The number of particles participating in the diffusion process is 

controlled by adjusting the value of  . In the simulation there are 10001 cells. The x  

coordinates of the leftmost, central, and rightmost cells are -5000, 0, and 5000, respectively. The 

numerical range of   we considered is [0,1]. The late-time transient is around 2 million time 

units. As for the computational effort, there are typically 700 particles   2 million time units = 

1.4 billion hopping attempts per simulation, and we re-run the simulation each time we change 

the numerical values of the input parameters.  
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5.4 The Computational Results 

In this section we present the numerical results that we obtained from the CarloMonte 

simulation of the system described in the introduction section. Results for the cellular occupancy 

probability, snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution, and time evolution of the moments 

and width of the particle distribution are exactly the same as in chapter 4. 

 

5.4.1 The Mean Squared Displacement 

 In this sub-section we present the data we obtained for both the time evolution of the 

mean squared displacement of the particle distribution, and also its dependence on both the 

Gaussian parameter   and the adhesion coefficient  . 

 

       (a) 
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               (b) 

Fig. 5.1. Time evolution of the mean squared displacement. In (a) we present 60 different simulation, 

where
22 /)0,( xexP  , 250 , 447partsN , 0 , and 10001cellsN . Here, 2x  is calculated 

according to Eq. (3.3). In (b) we present a comparison between the average and predicted curves, where 

the blue line represents the average of the 60 curves in (a), the error bars indicate the standard deviation, 

and the red line represents the predicted curve calculated according to Eq. (5.14). It is clear that Eq. (5.14) 

describes the time evolution of 2x  very well at all times, where the two curves agree within the error 

bars. 

 

In Fig. 5.1 part (a) shows the time evolution of 2x  for 60 different simulations with 0  and 

250 . For long times, 2x  varies increasingly linearly with time. Thus, the tracer diffusion is 

non-anomalous and described by Eq. (4.5). The mean squared displacement at any time step is 

calculated according to Eq. (3.3). Since the time evolution is statistical, repeated runs with the 

same values of   and   do not yield identical results. According to part (a) in Fig. 5.1, at 

6102t , the average value of 2x  is 1637651 and the standard deviation is 124763.  
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We have derived a theoretical prediction for 2x  as follows. For single-file diffusion with 0  

we have shown (see Eqs. (4.9), (4.12), and (4.14)) that a Gaussian initial distribution of particles 

remains Gaussian while spreading. The no-passing restriction limits the fluctuations of each 

particle in the file. Assuming that the particles migrate smoothly, let us determine the particle 

displacement in a time t  consistenet with the spreading of a Gaussian and from this calculate the 

mean squared displacement. Comparing the diffusion equation 0),()( 2  txPD xt
 with the 

continuity equation 0),(),(  txjtxP xt , we obtain Fick’s law 

),(),(),(),( txPDtxtxPtxj x  ,       (5.9) 

for the current. Together with Eq. (4.14) this implies the velocity field 
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The displacement of a particle with initial position 0x  that travels with velocity dtdxtx /),(   

given by Eq. (5.10) at a time t  is simple to calculate and given by 
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At 0t  the initial positions of the particles are distributed with a probability density )0,( 0xP  

given by Eq. (4.12), with 
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  , so that the total probability is normalized to 1. Thus, 

according to Eq. (5.11) the mean squared displacement is 
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Performing the integral over 0x  leads to our final result for the mean squared displacement 

22222 42)4(
2

1
  DtDtDtx ,      (5.14) 

which contains no adjustable fit parameters and vanishes at 0t . Note that Eq. (5.14) predicts 

)(042 2/122  tDtDtx   for large t . The first term is the leading term for large t  and 

is the same as for non-interacting particles. For 250 , 2/1D , and 6102t , the second 

term is 25% of the first and still important.The combination of the first two terms leads to the 

upward curvature in the plot of 2x  vs. t , as seen in Figs. 5.1-5.3. Comparing the average of the 

60 curves in part (a) in Fig. 5.1 with the predicted curve calculated according to the formula in 

Eq. (5.14) for 2x , we obtained a very good fit at all times (see part (b) in Fig. 5.1). 

 

Fig. 5.2. Time evolution of the mean squared displacement at various adhesion coefficient values, where
22 /)0,( xexP  , 250 , 430partsN , and 10001cellsN . Here, 2x  is calculated according to 

Eq. (3.3). 
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Increasing   causes a noticeable reduction in 2x , as expected. The mean squared displacement 

varies approximately linearly with t  independent of   in the long-time limit, as illustrated by 

Fig. 5.2. The higher the   value the longer it takes the distribution to reach the linear regime 

(see the curve with 8.0  in Fig. 5.2). As the particles spread out the effective diffusion 

constant increases. 

 

Fig. 5.3. Time evolution of the mean squared displacement at various Sigma values, where
22 /)0,( xexP  , 1.0 , and 10001cellsN . Here, 2x  is calculated according to Eq. (3.3). 

Statistical fluctuations cause the two curves with 250  and 350  to cross. 

 

At a constant   value, a greater   leads to a smaller 2x  value because a greater   means 

more particles in the system and more inter-particle interactions, and any interaction between the 

particles (hard-core exclusion or nearest-neighbor adhesion) is found to retard the tracer 

diffusion process. Again 2x  varies roughly linearly with t  in the long-time limit independent 

of  . This is demonstrated by Fig. 5.3. 
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5.4.2 Factors Affecting the Diffusion Constant (D) 

 In this sub-section we present our computational results for the following: 

1- Dependence of the diffusion constant on the adhesion coefficient  . 

 

2- Dependence of the diffusion constant on   for various values of the Gaussian parameter 

 . 

 

3- Dependence of the diffusion constant on  . 

 

4- Dependence of the diffusion constant on   for various values of  . 

 

5- Diffusion constant for individual particles at late times. 

 

6- Comparison of the diffusion constant for core particles with the prediction of Aslangul. 

 

7- Dependence of the diffusion constant of particles close to the tails of the distribution on 

the total number of particles.  
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Fig. 5.4. Dependence of the effective diffusion constant on the adhesion coefficient, where
22 /)0,( xexP  , 250 , 430partsN , and 10001cellsN . Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. 

(5.1) at 11 different   values. 

 

As   increases, D  decreases as expected. When 1 , 0D , and the system is frozen. This is 

illustrated by Fig. 5.4. 
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Fig. 5.5. Dependence of the effective diffusion constant on the adhesion coefficient at various Sigma 

values, where 
22 /)0,( xexP   and 10001cellsN . Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. (5.1). Four 

curves are presented. The highest curve has 250  and the smallest number of particles, and the 

lowest curve has 550  and the greatest number of particles. Statistical fluctuations cause these 4 

curves to cross at some points. Along each curve   is kept constant while D  is measured at 11 different 

  values.  

 

Increasing   lowers the curve of D  vs.  , as expected. This is illustrated by Fig. 5.5. 
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Fig. 5.6. Dependence of the effective diffusion constant on Sigma, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 4.0 , and

10001cellsN . Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. (5.1). The value of   is kept constant while D  

is measured at 4 different   values ( =250, 350, 450, and 550). 

 

Increasing   reduces D , as expected. This is illustrated by Fig. 5.6. 
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Fig. 5.7. Dependence of the effective diffusion constant on Sigma at various adhesion coefficient values, 

where 
22 /)0,( xexP   and 10001cellsN . Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. (5.1). Ten curves 

are presented here. Along each curve  the value of   is kept constant while D  is measured at 4 different 

  values ( =250, 350, 450, and 550). Some curves cross each other due to statistical fluctuations. 

 

Increasing   lowers the curve of D  vs.  , as expected. This is illustrated by Fig. 5.7. 
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Fig. 5.8. Diffusion constant value distribution at late times, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 250 , 

426partsN , 1.0 , 2000000t , the index for the leftmost particle is 1P  and for the rightmost 

particle is 426P , and 10001cellsN .  Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. (5.2). 

 

Tail particles have greater diffusion constants than their core counterparts. This is because tail 

particles experience the effects of the two diffusion-retarding parameters applied to this model 

(hard-core exclusion and nearest-neighbor adhesion) much less than core particles. This is 

illustrated by Fig. 5.8. The value of the diffusion constant of any particle at any given time step 

is calculated according to Eq. (5.2). 
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Fig. 5.9. Variation of the diffusion constant of core particles with the reciprocal of the total number of 

particles, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 1.0 , and 10001cellsN . These data are based on averaging the 

diffusion constants of the 50 particles that are closest to the center of the distribution. Here, D  is 

calculated according to Eq. (5.2). 

 

Aslangul predicted that the diffusion constant of particles close to the center of the Gaussian 

particle distribution (core particles) is inversely proportional to the total number of particles (see 

Eq. (5.6)). The data in Fig. 5.9 are compatible with this prediction. Here, the value of the 

diffusion constant of any particle at any given time step is calculated according to Eq. (5.2). 
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Fig. 5.10. Variation of the diffusion constant of tail particles with the total number of particles, where
22 /)0,( xexP  , 1.0 , and 10001cellsN . These data are based on averaging the diffusion 

constants of 50 tail particles, 25 on each end of the distribution. Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. 

(5.2). 

 

According to the simulations, the diffusion constant of particles close to the tails of the Gaussian 

particle distribution is approximately independent of the total number of particles. This is 

illustrated by Fig. 5.10. According to Aslangul’s equations (5.7) and (5.8), one expects the 

diffusion constant for tail particles to increase slowly with N , with D  proportional to Nln . The 

tail particles, unlike core particles, do not experience the diffusion-retarding effects of hard-core 

exclusion and nearest-neighbor adhesion as much as the core particles. Increasing the total 

number of particles means more inter-particle interactions and a slower diffusion for only core 

particles. Here, the value of the diffusion constant of any particle at any given time step is 

calculated according to Eq. (5.2). 
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5.4.3 Average First Moment for Various Particle Group 

 In this sub-section we present our computational results for the following: 

1- Time evolution of the average first moment for various particle groups located to the 

right of the central cell. 

 

2- Average first moment vs. time to the one half for various particle groups located to the 

right of the central cell. 

 

3- Time evolution of the average first moment for various particle groups located to the left 

of the central cell. 

 

4- Average first moment vs. time to the one half for various particle groups located to the 

left of the central cell. 
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Fig. 5.11. Time evolution of the average first moment (center of mass) for various particle groups located 

to the right of the central cell, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 280 , 500partsN , 1.0 , and 

10001cellsN . Here,  )(tx  is calculated according to Eq. (3.5). 

 

The time rate of change of the average first moment, for various particle groups located to the 

right of the central cell, decreases as time elapses and the particle distribution becomes more 

diluted. This rate is indicative of the propagation speed at which the particle distribution is 

diffusing through the cellular domain. Clearly, the diffusion process is density-dependent, 

because the propagation speed decreases as the system becomes more diluted. Particle groups 

that are located further away from the central cell have greater  )(tx  values. This is illustrated 

by Fig. 5.11. 

 

Fig. 5.12. Average first moment (center of mass) vs. time to the one half for various particle groups 

located to the right of the central cell, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 280 , 500partsN , 1.0 , and 

10001cellsN . Here,  )(tx  is calculated according to Eq. (3.5). 
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The average first moment, for various particle groups located to the right of the central cell, 

retains a linear relationship with time to the one half after passing the early-time transient. This is 

illustrated by Fig. 5.12, and is consistent with the 2/1t  dependence in Aslangul prediction (5.7). 

 

Fig. 5.13. Time evolution of the average first moment (center of mass) for various particle groups located 

to the left of the central cell, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 280 , 500partsN , 1.0 , and 

10001cellsN . Here,  )(tx  is calculated according to Eq. (3.5). 

 

The time rate of change of the average first moment, for various particle groups located to the 

left of the central cell, decreases as time elapses and the particle distribution becomes more 

diluted. This rate is indicative of the propagation speed at which the particle distribution is 

diffusing through the cellular domain. Clearly, the diffusion process is density-dependent, 

because the propagation speed decreases as the system becomes more diluted. Particle groups 

that are located further away from the central cell have greater |  )(tx | values. This is illustrated 

by Fig. 5.13. 
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Fig. 5.14. Average first moment (center of mass) vs. time to the one half for various particle groups 

located to the left of the central cell, where 
22 /)0,( xexP  , 280 , 500partsN , 1.0 , and 

10001cellsN . Here,  )(tx  is calculated according to Eq. (3.5). 

 

The average first moment, for various particle groups located to the left of the central cell, retains 

a linear relationship with time to the one half after passing the early-time transient. This is 

illustrated by Fig. 5.14, and is likewise consistent with the 2/1t  dependence in Aslangul 

prediction (5.7). 
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5.5 Summary and Conclusions 

 Studying computationally and statistically the tracer diffusion model with hard-core 

exclusion and nearest-neighbor attraction for a Gaussian initial distribution, we reach the 

following conclusions: 

1- The tracer diffusion considered in this chapter is non-anomalous (ordinary), with the 

mean squared displacement varying linearly with time in the long-time limit. Increasing 

the adhesion coefficient   and the Gaussian parameter   causes a reduction in the mean 

squared displacement and the tracer diffusion constant. 

 

2- Studying the variation of the diffusion constant of particles close to the center of the 

Gaussian particle distribution with the reciprocal of the total number of particles, we find 

an approximately-linear relationship. These computational results agree with Aslangul’s 

theoretical prediction for the single-file diffusion of particles from a point. 

 

3- On the other hand, studying the dependence of the diffusion constant of particles close to 

the tails of the Gaussian particle distribution on the total number of particles in the 

system, we find that there is almost no dependence between the two of those, because, 

unlike core particles, tail particles do not experience the effects of the diffusion-retarding 

parameters (hard-core exclusion and nearest-neighbor adhesion) as much as their core 

counterparts do. So increasing the total number of particles means more inter-particle 

interactions and consequently a more-retarded diffusion for only core particles. 

 

4- Studying the diffusion constant value distribution at late times indicates that tail particles 

diffuse faster than their core counterparts. This is because the tails of the Gaussian 

distribution are much less crowded than the core, and that’s why the diffusion is much 

easier at the tails. 

 

5- The hard-core exclusion speeds up the diffusion of the tail particles. 
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6- The time rate of change of the average first moment (center of mass) for various particle 

groups located on either side of the center of the particle distribution decreases as time 

elapses and the distribution becomes more diluted, with the particles becoming further 

away from one another. This indicates that the diffusion process is density-dependent. 

 

7- The average first moment (center of mass) for various particle groups located on either 

side of the center of the particle distribution maintains a linear relationship with time to 

the one half after passing the early-time transient. This is consistent with the fact that 

one-dimensional single-file bulk diffusion for a Gaussian initial distribution is non-

anomalous with a linear relationship between the average second moment and time. 

 

8- Comparing Figs. (4.14), (5.12), and (5.14), we draw the following conclusions about the 

fitting parameters used in the equations describing these plots: 

 

 

 Average Second Moment  2)(tx  

vs. Time t  for Various Particle 

Groups Located to the Right of 

the Central Cell 

Average First Moment  )(tx  vs. Time 

to the One half 2/1t  for Various 

Particle Groups Located to the Right of 

the Central Cell ( 5002/1 t ) 

Fitting 

Method 

dtctx  2)(  2/1)( btatx   

Fitting 

Parameter 

Values 

1st 50 Particles: 0229.0d  1st 50 Particles: 0104.02 b  

2nd 50 Particles: 1504.0d  2nd 50 Particles: 07225.02 b  

3rd 50 Particles: 4311.0d  3rd 50 Particles: 6634.02 b  

4th 50 Particles: 9652.0d  4th 50 Particles: 9162.02 b  

5th 50 Particles: 1071.3d  5th 50 Particles: 9784.22 b  

 

Table 5.1. Comparison of the fitting parameters.     
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Now we have  222 ))()(()()( txtxtxtx . For sufficiently long times cdt   

and abt 2/1 . The identity implies that  22 ))()(( txtxtbdt , which in turn 

implies that d  should not be less than 2b . If d  and 2b  are approximately equal, this 

means that  2))()(( txtx  is very small, which in turn means that )(tx  hardly deviates 

from its mean value. This is what we would expect for a single-file diffusion. With 

neighbors on both sides, a particle does not have much room to wander around and has 

no choice except to move away from the origin. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

DIFFUSION WITH HARD-CORE EXCLUSION AND NEAREST-

NEIGHBOR ADHESION: BULK DIFFUSION FOR A 

RECTANGULAR INITIAL DISTRIBUTION 

 

 In this chapter we present the computational results we obtained from a CarloMonte   

simulation of the diffusion process of a one-dimensional particle distribution, starting with a 

rectangular initial state, with respect to a reference point, which is the origin of the cellular lattice 

through which the particles are diffusing. The inter-particle interaction rules are the same as in 

previous chapters. Almost all the particles experience to the same extent the hard-core exclusion 

factor, and our computational results convey non-anomalous diffusion results for the system of 

particles as a whole with respect to the origin of the lattice. 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 In this chapter we present our computational results for the bulk diffusion of the same 

dynamical system considered in chapter 4 but with an initial distribution which is rectangular 

instead of Gaussian. The rigorous result that the bulk single-file diffusion for 0  (no 

adhesion) is the same as for non-interacting particles also applies to the rectangular initial 

distribution. 

 

We describe the initial state as rectangular (locally-homogeneous) because at 0t  the particles 

are homogeneously distributed along the 1000 cells located around the center of the lattice (500 

cells on each side), and there are no particles occupying the rest of the lattice. In other words, the 

initial state is homogeneous only within the 1000 central cells, and not over the entire lattice. The 

local particle density   in this model is defined as the total number of particles in the 1000 

central cells at 0t  divided by 1000. 
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At any given time step, we calculate the net average second moment of the particles according to 

Eq. (4.4). The diffusion process presented here is non-anomalous, as shown by the computational 

results in section (6.3), and described by Eq. (4.5). The bulk diffusion constant of the particle 

distribution with respect to the origin of the lattice is calculated according to Eq. (4.6). 

 

Our work is outlined as follows, in section (6.2) we introduce the CarloMonte   algorithm we 

applied to this model, besides an overview of the computational effort. In section (6.3) we 

present our computational results that include snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution at 

various times, study of the time evolution of the average first moment and width of the particle 

distribution, study of the time evolution of the average second moment of the particle 

distribution and factors contributing to it, and we investigate the effects of the local particle 

density   and the adhesion coefficient   on the bulk diffusion constant D . Finally, the 

summary and conclusions are presented in section (6.4). 

 

6.2 The Monte-Carlo Algorithm 

 In this section we present the numerical ranges of the input parameters used in our model, 

along with an overview of the computational effort. We operate on a one-dimensional lattice of 

10001 cells available for occupancy. The x  coordinates of the leftmost, central, and rightmost 

cells are -5000, 0, and 5000, respectively. The range of the adhesion coefficient   is anywhere 

between zero and one, so ]1,0[ . The numerical range of the local particle density   we 

operated on is ]7.0,4.0[ . We let the system evolve until 2000000t  as in chapter 4. 

 

The computational effort is 500 particles (on average)   2000000 time steps = 1 billion hopping 

attempts per simulation, and we re-run the simulation each time we change the numerical values 

of the input parameters. 
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6.3 The Computational Results 

In this section we present the numerical results that we obtained from the CarloMonte 

simulation of the system described in the introduction section. 

 

6.3.1 Snapshots of the Diffusing Particle Distribution 

 In this sub-section we present snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution taken at 

various time values. 

 

Fig. 6.1. Snapshots of the diffusing particle distribution, where 5.0 , 500partsN , 1.0 , and 

10001cellsN . Here, the local particle concentration is plotted vs. the average cellular position of each 

consecutive 200 cells.  
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With 5.0  and 1.0 , the particle distribution becomes significantly diluted at 2000000t , 

as illustrated by Fig. 6.1.   

 

6.3.2 The Average Second Moment 

 In this sub-section we study the time evolution of the average second moment of the 

particle distribution, and its dependence on both the adhesion coefficient   and the local particle 

density  . 

 

Fig. 6.2. Time evolution of the average second moment, where 5.0 , 5000partsN , 1.0 , and 

10001cellsN . Here,  2)(tx  is calculated according to Eq. (3.6). 
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The one-dimensional bulk diffusion, for a rectangular initial distribution, is a non-anomalous 

diffusion process, with a linear relationship between  2)(tx  and t . This is illustrated by Fig. 

6.2. At any given time step  2)(tx  is calculated according to Eq. (3.6). The diffusion process 

here is described by Eq. (4.5). The value of the slope is 0.9902. This is close to the theoretical 

value of 1, predicted by Eq. (4.16) for the case with 0 . 

 

Fig. 6.3. Time evolution of the net average second moment at various adhesion coefficient values, where 

5.0 , 500partsN , and 10001cellsN . Here, Nettx  2)(  is calculated according to Eq. (4.4). 

 

Increasing   reduces the value of  2)(tx  as illustrated by Fig. 6.3, because a greater   value 

means that neighboring particles stick more strongly together and become less free to move. The 

non-anomalous diffusion behavior is preserved independent of  . 
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Fig. 6.4. Time evolution of the net average second moment at various local particle density values, where 

1.0  and 10001cellsN . Here, 
Nettx  2)(  is calculated according to Eq. (4.4). 

 

Changing   does not have any noticeable effect on the value of  2)(tx , as illustrated by Fig. 

6.4. This is what we found for the Gaussian distribution. Again, this is consistent with the exact 

result tDttx Net  2)( 2  for 0 , with the bulk diffusion constant D  equal to ½ in our 

dynamical algorithm independent of  . 
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6.3.3 Average First Moment and Width of the Particle Distribution 

 In this sub-section we study the time evolution of both the average first moment and 

width of the particle distribution. 

 

Fig. 6.5. Time evolution of the average first moment (center of mass), where 5.0 , 500partsN , 

0 , and 10001cellsN . Here,  )(tx  is calculated according to Eq. (3.5). 

 

The average first moment of the particle distribution fluctuates back and forth around zero as 

time elapses, indicating that the particles are diffusing symmetrically around the center of the 

cellular domain 0x . This is illustrated by Fig. 6.5. Here,  )(tx  is calculated at any time step 

according to Eq. (3.5). 
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Fig. 6.6. Time evolution of the width of the distribution, where 5.0 , 500partsN , 1.0 , and 

10001cellsN . Here, )(tW  is calculated according to Eq. (3.7).  

 

The time rate of change of the width of the particle distribution becomes smaller as time elapses 

and the particle distribution becomes more diluted. This rate is indicative of the propagation 

speed at which the particle distribution is diffusing through the cellular domain. This confirms 

the density-dependent diffusion behavior of the system, because the propagation speed decreases 

as the system becomes more diluted. This is illustrated by Fig. 6.6. At any time step the width is 

calculated according to Eq. (3.7).  
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6.3.4 Factors Affecting the Diffusion Constant (D) 

 In this sub-section we study the effects of the local particle density   and the adhesion 

coefficient   on the diffusion constant D  calculated according to Eq. (4.6). 

 

Fig. 6.7. Dependence of the diffusion constant on the adhesion coefficient, where 5.0 , 500partsN , 

and 10001cellsN . Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. (4.6) at 11 different   values while   is 

kept constant. 

 

Increasing   reduces D , as expected. This is illustrated by Fig. 6.7. When 1 , 0D  and the 

particle distribution is frozen. Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. (4.6). 
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Fig. 6.8. Dependence of the diffusion constant on the adhesion coefficient at various local particle density 

values, where 10001cellsN . Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. (4.6). Four curves are presented 

here. Along each curve   is kept constant while D  is measured at 11 different   values. 

 

Changing   does not have any noticeable effect on the curve of D  vs.  , as expected. This is 

illustrated by Fig. 6.8. Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. (4.6). 
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Fig. 6.9. Dependence of the diffusion constant on the local particle density, where 1.0  and 

10001cellsN . Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. (4.6) at 4 different   values ( =0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 

and 0.7) while   is kept constant. 

 

Changing   does not have any noticeable effect on D , as expected. This is illustrated by Fig. 

6.9. Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. (4.6). Again, this is consistent with the exact result 

tDttx Net  2)( 2  for 0 , with the bulk diffusion constant D  equal to ½ in our dynamical 

algorithm independent of  . 
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Fig. 6.10. Dependence of the diffusion constant on the local particle density at various adhesion 

coefficient values, where 10001cellsN . Here, D  is calculated according to Eq. (4.6). Ten curves are 

presented here. Along each curve   is kept constant while D  is measured at 4 different   values            

( =0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7). Statistical fluctuations cause some of these curves to cross. 

 

Increasing   lowers the curve of D  vs.  , as expected. This is illustrated by Fig. 6.10. Here, D

is calculated according to Eq. (4.6). 
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6.4 Summary and Conclusions 

 Studying computationally and statistically the bulk diffusion model with hard-core 

exclusion and nearest-neighbor attraction for a rectangular initial distribution, we reach the 

following conclusions: 

1- For 0  the bulk diffusion is the same as for non-interacting particles. 

 

2- The diffusion process presented here is non-anomalous (ordinary) with a linear 

relationship between the average second moment and time. 

 

3- Increasing the adhesion coefficient causes a significant reduction in the values of both the 

average second moment and the bulk diffusion constant of the particle distribution. 

 

4- Changing the local particle density has no noticeable effect on the values of both the 

average second moment and the bulk diffusion constant of the particle distribution, and 

the diffusion process in general. 

 

5- The diffusion is symmetric around the center of the cellular domain. This is confirmed by 

studying the time evolution of the average first moment of the particle distribution. 

 

6- Studying the time evolution of the width of the particle distribution conveys a density-

dependent diffusion behavior, with the propagation speed of the diffusing particle 

distribution becoming progressively smaller as the distribution becomes more diluted. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND OUTLOOK 

 

7.1 Summary and Conclusions 

One goal of my thesis is to analyze the tumor growth and invasion process from a 

reaction-diffusion system perspective, in which the concentrations of normal cells, tumor cells, 

and excess H  ions change due to (i) local chemical reactions, in which the substances are 

transformed into each other, and (ii) density-dependent diffusion, in which the substances spread 

out in space. A second goal of my thesis is to study the density-dependent single-file diffusion of 

an interacting system of particles with nearest-neighbor adhesion and hard-core exclusion. 

 

In chapter 2 we review the AMTIH (Acid-Mediated Tumor Invasion Hypothesis) due to 

Gawlinski and Gatenby, according to which the dominant mechanism for cancer invasion is the 

tumor-induced alteration of microenvironmental pH . Moreover, we present our numerical 

results on the fixed-point and stability analysis of such a model. 

 

In chapters 3-6 we study the single-file diffusion of particles with hard-core exclusion and 

nearest-neighbor adhesion, on the basis of CarloMonte   simulations. Both bulk and tracer 

diffusion are considered. We show that in the absence of nearest-neighbor adhesion, bulk 

diffusion is the same as for non-interacting particles. We investigate in detail how the diffusion 

depends on the shape, size, and density of the initial configuration of particles and the strength of 

the nearest-neighbor adhesion. 
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7.1.1 The Reaction-Diffusion Model 

The acid-mediated tumor invasion hypothesis demonstrates that transformation-induced 

reversion to glycolytic metabolism provides a mechanism for invasive tumor growth. Although 

the hypothesis is conceptually simple, it yields complex interactions consistent with many 

aspects of cancer biology. 

 

The mathematical model, that is presented in chapter 2 and simulates the key components of the 

hypothesis, predicts an acidic pH  gradient extending into the peritumoral normal tissue, where 

the normal mammalian cells (but not tumor cells) are intolerant of acidic interstitial pH in the 

range typically found within this gradient. Moreover, the model predicts a crossover behavior 

consistent with clinical observation of noninvasive tumor growth (such as adenoma and 

carcinoma situin  reported in Fig. 1.1), preceding the development of an invasive phenotype. 

This is concluded from the inversion points found on the plot of the death-rate functions vs. the 

dimensionless acid population. 

 

The numerical results we presented on the fixed-point and stability analysis of this model show 

numerical estimates of combinations of the dimensionless normal, tumor, and acid populations at 

which these three populations reach an intermediate balance, where neither of them diffuses into 

any of the other two. Through calculating the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix, we determined 

the stability of these fixed-points.  
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7.1.2 The Single-File Diffusion Model 

 We have studied both bulk and tracer single-file diffusion with and without nearest-

neighbor interactions for several different initial conditions. Our most important findings are: 

1- For a homogeneous initial particle density, the single-file restriction leads to an 

anomalously-slow tracer diffusion, with 2/12 Atx  . For 0  (no nearest-neighbor 

adhesion), the simulations confirm the theoretical predictions ½ for the exponent, and the 

amplitude )
1

()
2

( 2/1








A  as a function of the average particle density  . Increasing   

does not change the exponent ½, but the amplitude A  decreases. Increasing the adhesion 

coefficient   has the same effect, the exponenet ½ is unchanged, but the amplitude A  

decreases.    

 

2- For an inhomogeneous initial particle density (both Gaussian and rectangular initial 

distributions are considered in the thesis), both the tracer and bulk diffusion are non-

anomalous, with both 2x  and  2)(tx  growing as t  instead of 2/1t . For 0 , which 

corresponds to single-file diffusion without nearest-neighbor adhesion, it is shown in the 

thesis, both analytically and computationally, that bulk diffusion is exactly the same as 

for non-interacting particles.Thus, a Gaussian initial distribution broadens, but remains 

Gaussain, as the particles diffuse. The average second moment is Dttx 2)( 2  , where 

D  is the same as for non-interacting particles and is independent of the particle density. 

The simulations for 0  confirm this. According to the simulations, the effective bulk 

diffusion constant decreases only as the adhesion coefficient   increases. 

 

3- Unlike the bulk diffusion, the tracer diffusion is strongly affected by the single-file 

restriction. The tracer diffusion is strongly suppressed where the density is high and 

enhanced where the density is low (suppression by a factor of N/1  near the center of the 

Gaussian distribution and enhancement by a factor Nln  in the tail region). For 0 , the 

simulations are in good agreement with the a theoretical prediction for the tracer 

diffusion for both short and long times derived in the thesis. According to the 
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simulations, the effective tracer diffusion constant decreases as the nearest-neighbor 

adhesion coefficient   increases. 

 

4- Changing   does not have any noticeable effect on the pattern of the variation of both 

the mean squared displacement (for tracer diffusion processes) and the average second 

moment (for bulk diffusion processes) with time other than just changing the values of 

2x  and  2)(tx  of the diffusing systems, respectively. In other words, anomalous 

diffusion processes (with a non-linear relationship between 2x  (or  2)(tx ) and t ) 

remain anomalous, and non-anomalous (ordinary) diffusion processes (with a linear 

relationship between 2x  (or  2)(tx ) and t ) remain ordinary while the   value is 

varying.  

 

5- For the bulk diffusion processes, changing the shape of the initial state from rectangular 

to Gaussian has no effect on the behavior of the system. The bulk diffusion process 

retains the non-anomalous behavior in both cases. Consequently, we can draw the 

conclusion that bulk diffusion processes are insensitive to the shape of the initial state. 

 

6- Both bulk and tracer diffusion are studied over the entire range of   in the thesis, and 

increasing   retards the diffusion, as expected. For 0 , corresponding to single-file 

diffusion without nearest-neighbor adhesion, we have a good theoretical understanding of 

both tracer and bulk diffusion, and the simulations are consistenet with the theoretical 

predictions. There is a need for a theoretical work on the effect of the nearest-neighbor 

adhesion.     
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7.2 Outlook 

Concerning the reaction-diffusion model: 

1- Dr. Robert Gatenby and Dr. Robert Gillies (University of Arizona) are currently 

performing controlled vitroin cell culture experiments to measure the pH  

sensitivity of a variety of normal and cancer cell lines. Their prospective data can be 

used to make more accurate estimates of the pH  sensitivity parameters in Eq. (2.3). 

The fixed-points analysis of chapter 2 can be improved by using these more accurate 

estimates. It would also be interesting to study not just the fixed-points behavior but 

the complete time evolution that follows from the reaction-diffusion Eqs. (2.7) for the 

improved parametrs. 

 

2- It would be interesting to study systematically how the fixed-point behavior depends 

on the biological input parameters. In simple systems this can be done analytically, 

but in systems as complex as the one introduced in Eq. (2.7) numerical methods are 

needed. Possibly one can use numerical algorithms [26] designed to compute 

branches of stable and unstable solutions, and compute the Floquet multipliers that 

determine stability along these branches. Starting data for the computation of periodic 

orbits are generated automatically at the Hopf bifurcation points. Such techniques can 

also locate folds, branch points, period doubling bifurcations, and bifurcations to tori, 

along branches of periodic solutions, branch switching is possible at branch points 

and at period doubling bifurcations, once the bifurcation diagrams in parameter space 

are understood in this way, dynamical simulations can be performed as described in 

detail in chapter two to determine tumor growth or regression rates. 

 

3- Recently it has been proposed [27] that the well-known phenomena of regression of 

metastases from renal cell carcinoma after the resection of the kidney containing the 

primary tumor may be related to the resulting systemic acidification of the patient. 

Possibly we can use the model presented in chapter two to study under precisely what 

conditions (parameter ranges) systemic acidification can move the tumor off its 
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optimal pH . Such analysis may lead to insights into novel therapy of non-renal cell 

tumors by adjusting the systemic pH or pH  local to the tumor. 

 

Concerning the single-file diffusion model: 

1- In this thesis we consider the diffusion of particles with hard-core exclusion and 

nearest-neighbor adhesion in one dimension. It would be interesting to determine the 

average sticking times of neighboring pairs of particles from the simulations and 

study how they depend on the adhesion coefficient  . In future work one could also 

investigate how more complicated interactions between the particles, such as long-

range adhesion, affect the diffusion. 

 

2-  It would also be interesting to study the effects of hard-core exclusion and nearest-

neighbor adhesion on the diffusion in two and three-dimensional spaces. In 

dimensions greater than one, the diffusion is no longer single-file, and anomalous 

diffusion is not expected.     
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APPENDIX A 

FIXED-POINT PROGRAM 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <malloc.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <errno.h> 

#include <imsl.h> 

#include "getinp.h" 

#define CALLOC(num, type) ((type*)calloc((size_t)(num), sizeof(type))) 

#define FREE(addr) (free((void*)(addr))) 

#define INPFILE "fisher.inp" 

#define OUTFILE "boundary.inp" 

#define MAXDIFF 0.0001 

#define YES 1 

#define NO 0 

char *prog; 

double lamdaopt1, lamdaopt2, rho2, rho3, delta1, delta2, delta3, lam-daw1, 

lamdaw2; 

int 

main (int argc, char **argv) 

{ 

double fnorm, err_rel; 

double *eta, etag[3], *solution; 
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double deta1, deta2; 

int neta1, neta2, i, j, k, l, m, found, ll, lr; 

void fcn(int, double*, double*); 

void geteigen( double*); 

FILE *fp; 

prog = argv[0]; 

if (getinp_open (INPFILE, 80) == NULL) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_open() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (1); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("Neta1", INT, ADDR (neta1))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("Neta2", INT, ADDR (neta2))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("ErrRel", DOUBLE, ADDR (err_rel))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 
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if (!getinp_scan ("delta1", DOUBLE, ADDR (delta1))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("delta2", DOUBLE, ADDR (delta2))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("delta3", DOUBLE, ADDR (delta3))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("lamdaopt1", DOUBLE, ADDR (lamdaopt1))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("lamdaopt2", DOUBLE, ADDR (lamdaopt2))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("lamdaw1", DOUBLE, ADDR (lamdaw1))) { 
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fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("lamdaw2", DOUBLE, ADDR (lamdaw2))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("rho2", DOUBLE, ADDR (rho2))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("rho3", DOUBLE, ADDR (rho3))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

getinp_close (); 

deta1 = 1.0 / neta1; 

deta2 = 1.0 / neta2; 

if ((solution = CALLOC (neta1 * neta2 * 3, double)) == NULL 

) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: out of memory.\n", prog); 

exit (1); 
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} 

l = 0; 

for (i = 0; i <= neta1; i++) { 

etag[0] = i * deta1; 

for (j = 0; j <= neta2; j++) { 

etag[1] = j * deta2; 

if ((eta = imsl_d_zeros_sys_eqn(fcn, 2, IMSL_XGUESS, 

etag, IMSL_ERR_REL, err_rel, 

IMSL_FNORM, &fnorm, 0)) == NULL) { 

printf("%s: root not found.\n", prog); 

} else { 

found = YES; 

for (m = 0; m < l; m++) { 

if (fabs(solution[3*m] - eta[0]) < 

MAXDIFF && 

fabs(solution[3*m+1] - eta[1]) < 

MAXDIFF) 

found = NO; 

} 

if (found == YES) { 

solution[3*l] = eta[0]; 

solution[3*l+1] = eta[1]; 

solution[3*l+2] = eta[1] * 

rho3 / delta3 + 1.0; 

l++; 

// printf("%s: from (%.4lf, %.4lf, %.4lf),\ndistinct root found at " 
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printf("Root %d found at " 

"(%.8lf, %.8lf, %.8lf), norm = %.8lf\n", 

l, eta[0], eta[1], eta[1] 

* rho3 / delta3 + 1.0, fnorm); 

geteigen(eta); 

}}}} 

printf("\n\nEnter root number for LEFT boundary conditions: "); 

scanf("%d", &ll); 

printf("Enter root number for RIGHT boundary conditions: "); 

scanf("%d", &lr); 

ll--; 

lr--; 

if ((fp=fopen(OUTFILE, "w")) == NULL) { 

fprintf(stderr, "%s: unable to %s for writing", prog, 

OUTFILE); 

perror("because "); 

exit(1); 

} 

fprintf(fp, "%.13le\tf1L\t(double)\tNormal left boundary condi-tion.\n", 

solution[3*ll]); 

fprintf(fp, "%.13le\tf2L\t(double)\tTumor left boundary condi-tion.\n", 

solution[3*ll+1]); 

fprintf(fp, "%.13le\tf3L\t(double)\tAcid left boundary condi-tion.\n", 

solution[3*ll+2]); 

fprintf(fp, "%.13le\tf1R\t(double)\tNormal right boundary condi-tion.\n", 

solution[3*lr]); 
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fprintf(fp, "%.13le\tf2R\t(double)\tTumor right boundary condi-tion.\n", 

solution[3*lr+1]); 

fprintf(fp, "%.13le\tf3R\t(double)\tAcid right boundary condi-tion.\n", 

solution[3*lr+2]); 

fclose(fp); 

exit(0); 

} 

void 

fcn(int n, double *x, double *f) 

{ 

double lamda = x[1] * rho3 / delta3 + 1.0 ; 

f[0] = x[0] * (1.0 - x[0] - x[1]) - delta1 * x[0] * (1 

- exp(-(lamda - lamdaopt1) * (lamda - lamdaopt1) / (2 * 

lamdaw1 * lamdaw1))); 

f[1] = rho2 * x[1] * (1.0 - x[1] - x[0]) - delta2 * x[1] * 

(1 - exp(-(lamda - lamdaopt2) * (lamda - lamdaopt2) / (2 

*lamdaw2 * lamdaw2))); 

} 

void geteigen( double *eta) 

{ 

d_complex * eval; 

double a[9]; 

double lamda = eta[1] * rho3 / delta3 + 1.0 ; 

a[0] = 1. - delta1*(1 - exp( 

((lamdaopt1 - lamda)*(-lamdaopt1 + lamda))/ 

(2.*pow(lamdaw1,2)))) - 2*eta[0] - eta[1]; 
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a[1] = -eta[0]; 

a[2] = delta1*exp(((lamdaopt1 - lamda)*(-lamdaopt1 + lamda))/ 

(2.*pow(lamdaw1,2)))*eta[0]* 

((lamdaopt1 - lamda)/(2.*pow(lamdaw1,2)) - 

(-lamdaopt1 + lamda)/(2.*pow(lamdaw1,2))); 

a[3] = -(rho2*eta[1]); 

a[4] = -(delta2*(1 - exp(((lamdaopt2 - lamda)* 

(-lamdaopt2 + lamda))/(2.*pow(lamdaw2,2))))) + 

rho2*(1. - eta[0] - eta[1]) - rho2*eta[1]; 

a[5] = delta2*exp(((lamdaopt2 - lamda)*(-lamdaopt2 + lamda))/ 

(2.*pow(lamdaw2,2)))*eta[1]* 

((lamdaopt2 - lamda)/(2.*pow(lamdaw2,2)) - 

(-lamdaopt2 + lamda)/(2.*pow(lamdaw2,2))); 

a[6] = 0; 

a[7] = rho3; 

a[8] = -delta3; 

eval = imsl_d_eig_gen (3, a, 0); 

if (eval[0].re < 0 && eval[1].re < 0 && eval[2].re < 0) { 

printf ("STABLE (%le, %le, %le).\n\n", eval[0].re, 

eval[1].re, eval[2].re); 

} else 

{ 

printf ("UNSTABLE (%le, %le, %le).\n\n", eval[0].re, 

eval[1].re, eval[2].re); 

} 

} 
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APPENDIX B 

DYNAMIC SIMULATION PROGRAM 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <malloc.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <errno.h> 

#include <imsl.h> 

#include "getinp.h" 

#define CALLOC(num, type) ((type*)calloc((size_t)(num), sizeof(type))) 

#define FREE(addr) (free((void*)(addr))) 

#define INPFILE "fisher.inp" 

#define OUTFILE "boundary.inp" 

#define MAXDIFF 0.0001 

#define YES 1 

#define NO 0 

char *prog; 

double lamdaopt1, lamdaopt2, rho2, rho3, delta1, delta2, delta3, lam-daw1, 

lamdaw2; 

int 

main (int argc, char **argv) 

{ 

double fnorm, err_rel; 

double *eta, etag[3], *solution; 
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double deta1, deta2; 

int neta1, neta2, i, j, k, l, m, found, ll, lr; 

void fcn(int, double*, double*); 

void geteigen( double*); 

FILE *fp; 

prog = argv[0]; 

if (getinp_open (INPFILE, 80) == NULL) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_open() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (1); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("Neta1", INT, ADDR (neta1))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("Neta2", INT, ADDR (neta2))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("ErrRel", DOUBLE, ADDR (err_rel))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 
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if (!getinp_scan ("delta1", DOUBLE, ADDR (delta1))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("delta2", DOUBLE, ADDR (delta2))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("delta3", DOUBLE, ADDR (delta3))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("lamdaopt1", DOUBLE, ADDR (lamdaopt1))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("lamdaopt2", DOUBLE, ADDR (lamdaopt2))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("lamdaw1", DOUBLE, ADDR (lamdaw1))) { 
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fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("lamdaw2", DOUBLE, ADDR (lamdaw2))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("rho2", DOUBLE, ADDR (rho2))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

if (!getinp_scan ("rho3", DOUBLE, ADDR (rho3))) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: getinp_scan() failed because %s", 

prog, getinp_emsg ()); 

exit (2); 

} 

getinp_close (); 

deta1 = 1.0 / neta1; 

deta2 = 1.0 / neta2; 

if ((solution = CALLOC (neta1 * neta2 * 3, double)) == NULL 

) { 

fprintf (stderr, "%s: out of memory.\n", prog); 

exit (1); 
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} 

l = 0; 

for (i = 0; i <= neta1; i++) { 

etag[0] = i * deta1; 

for (j = 0; j <= neta2; j++) { 

etag[1] = j * deta2; 

if ((eta = imsl_d_zeros_sys_eqn(fcn, 2, IMSL_XGUESS, 

etag, IMSL_ERR_REL, err_rel, 

IMSL_FNORM, &fnorm, 0)) == NULL) { 

printf("%s: root not found.\n", prog); 

} else { 

found = YES; 

for (m = 0; m < l; m++) { 

if (fabs(solution[3*m] - eta[0]) < 

MAXDIFF && 

fabs(solution[3*m+1] - eta[1]) < 

MAXDIFF) 

found = NO; 

} 

if (found == YES) { 

solution[3*l] = eta[0]; 

solution[3*l+1] = eta[1]; 

solution[3*l+2] = eta[1] * 

rho3 / delta3 + 1.0; 

l++; 

// printf("%s: from (%.4lf, %.4lf, %.4lf),\ndistinct root found at " 
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printf("Root %d found at " 

"(%.8lf, %.8lf, %.8lf), norm = %.8lf\n", 

l, eta[0], eta[1], eta[1] 

* rho3 / delta3 + 1.0, fnorm); 

geteigen(eta); 

}}}} 

printf("\n\nEnter root number for LEFT boundary conditions: "); 

scanf("%d", &ll); 

printf("Enter root number for RIGHT boundary conditions: "); 

scanf("%d", &lr); 

ll--; 

lr--; 

if ((fp=fopen(OUTFILE, "w")) == NULL) { 

fprintf(stderr, "%s: unable to %s for writing", prog, 

OUTFILE); 

perror("because "); 

exit(1); 

} 

fprintf(fp, "%.13le\tf1L\t(double)\tNormal left boundary condi-tion.\n", 

solution[3*ll]); 

fprintf(fp, "%.13le\tf2L\t(double)\tTumor left boundary condi-tion.\n", 

solution[3*ll+1]); 

fprintf(fp, "%.13le\tf3L\t(double)\tAcid left boundary condi-tion.\n", 

solution[3*ll+2]); 

fprintf(fp, "%.13le\tf1R\t(double)\tNormal right boundary condi-tion.\n", 

solution[3*lr]); 
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fprintf(fp, "%.13le\tf2R\t(double)\tTumor right boundary condi-tion.\n", 

solution[3*lr+1]); 

fprintf(fp, "%.13le\tf3R\t(double)\tAcid right boundary condi-tion.\n", 

solution[3*lr+2]); 

fclose(fp); 

exit(0); 

} 

void 

fcn(int n, double *x, double *f) 

{ 

double lamda = x[1] * rho3 / delta3 + 1.0 ; 

f[0] = x[0] * (1.0 - x[0] - x[1]) - delta1 * x[0] * (1 

- exp(-(lamda - lamdaopt1) * (lamda - lamdaopt1) / (2 * 

lamdaw1 * lamdaw1))); 

f[1] = rho2 * x[1] * (1.0 - x[1] - x[0]) - delta2 * x[1] * 

(1 - exp(-(lamda - lamdaopt2) * (lamda - lamdaopt2) / (2 

*lamdaw2 * lamdaw2))); 

} 

void geteigen( double *eta) 

{ 

d_complex * eval; 

double a[9]; 

double lamda = eta[1] * rho3 / delta3 + 1.0 ; 

a[0] = 1. - delta1*(1 - exp( 

((lamdaopt1 - lamda)*(-lamdaopt1 + lamda))/ 

(2.*pow(lamdaw1,2)))) - 2*eta[0] - eta[1]; 
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a[1] = -eta[0]; 

a[2] = delta1*exp(((lamdaopt1 - lamda)*(-lamdaopt1 + lamda))/ 

(2.*pow(lamdaw1,2)))*eta[0]* 

((lamdaopt1 - lamda)/(2.*pow(lamdaw1,2)) - 

(-lamdaopt1 + lamda)/(2.*pow(lamdaw1,2))); 

a[3] = -(rho2*eta[1]); 

a[4] = -(delta2*(1 - exp(((lamdaopt2 - lamda)* 

(-lamdaopt2 + lamda))/(2.*pow(lamdaw2,2))))) + 

rho2*(1. - eta[0] - eta[1]) - rho2*eta[1]; 

a[5] = delta2*exp(((lamdaopt2 - lamda)*(-lamdaopt2 + lamda))/ 

(2.*pow(lamdaw2,2)))*eta[1]* 

((lamdaopt2 - lamda)/(2.*pow(lamdaw2,2)) - 

(-lamdaopt2 + lamda)/(2.*pow(lamdaw2,2))); 

a[6] = 0; 

a[7] = rho3; 

a[8] = -delta3; 

eval = imsl_d_eig_gen (3, a, 0); 

if (eval[0].re < 0 && eval[1].re < 0 && eval[2].re < 0) { 

printf ("STABLE (%le, %le, %le).\n\n", eval[0].re, 

eval[1].re, eval[2].re); 

} else 

{ 

printf ("UNSTABLE (%le, %le, %le).\n\n", eval[0].re, 

eval[1].re, eval[2].re); 

} 
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APPENDIX C 

PROOF THAT THE SINGLE-FILE RESTRICTION DOES NOT AFFECT 

BULK DIFFUSION 

  

 In this appendix we prove that the probability density for ordinary diffusion ),( txord  is 

the same as the one for single-file diffusion ),( txsf . For the ordinary diffusion of N  non-

interacting particles with initial positions Nxx 001 ,..., , the solution of the many-particle diffusion 

equation 
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is the solution of the one-particle diffusion equation for a particle which is initially at the origin. 

Thus, the probability per unit length ),( txord  of finding any of the N  particles at point x  at 

time t , normalized so that 
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Not surprisingly, the probability density ),( txord  is the average of the probability densities of 

each of the N  independent particles. 

 

Now let us derive the corresponding probability density ),( txsf  for single-file diffusion with 

Nxxx  ...21 . In this case the solution to the N -particle diffusion equation is given by Eq. 

(3.11), which may be written as 
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where 
}{ p

denotes a sum over all !N  permutations of Nxx 001 ,..., , and the function ),(0 txP  is 

given by Eq. (3). In analogy with Eq. (5) the probability per unit length of finding a particle at 

position x  at time t  is 
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Note that the limits of integration in Eq. (7) restrict the integration to the domain 

 Nxxx ...21 , and are not the same as in Eq. (4). 

 

The integral in Eq. (7) may be evaluated with the help of the identity 
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which holds for any function ),...,( 1 NxxF  which is invariant under permutations of the variables 

Nxx ,...,1 . It reflects the fact that each of the !N  permutations of the domain 

 Nxxx ...21  contributes equally to the integral on the right. Substituting Eq. (6) 

into (7) and noting that the integrand is invariant under permutations of Nxx  ...1 , we use the 

identity (8) to eliminate the single-file restriction on the integration variables. The integrals over 

Nxx ,...,1  are then readily evaluated, and each of the !N  terms in expression (6) makes an 

identical contribution. The final results is  
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which is exactly the same as the result (5) for non-interacting particles. Although the single-file 

restriction slows the diffusion near the center of the file and speeds it up at the ends, the 

probability density ),( txsf , which combines contributions from all the particles, is unaltered by 

the restriction.  

 

The moments 



 ),()( txdxxtx   of the two distributions ),( txord  and ),( txsf  are 

 readily calculated, and the first two are 
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APPENDIX D 

SOLUTION OF THE SINGLE-PARTICLE DIFFUSION EQUATION 

 

 For a particle which is initially at the origin, the one-particle diffusion equation 

0),()( 0

2  txPD xt
 has the solution 
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which clearly satisfies 0),()( 2  txD sfxt   with the initial condition )()0,(0 xxP  . On 

completing the square in the exponent the integral takes the form 
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Changing the integration variable from k  to )2/( DtixkDtu   and using 
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lead to the well-known result 
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For an arbitrary initial condition )0,(xP , the solution to the one-particle diffusion equation is 
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This follows from the fact that ),(0 txxP   solves the diffusion equation with the initial 

condition )()0,(0 xxxxP   . 
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APPENDIX E 

PROOF THAT THE THEORETICAL VALUE OF THE BULK DIFFUSION 

CONSTANT D IS ½ FOR OUR DYNAMIC ALGORITHM 

 

 According to the hopping dynamics in our simulations, in the absence of particles to both 

its right and its left, a particle makes a random walk, jumping with equal probabilities of ½ to the 

right and to the left in each time step. Thus, the probability )1,( txP  that the particle is at point 

x  at time 1t satisfies the equation 
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1
)1,( txPtxPtxP  .          (1) 

Assuming that ),( txP  varies slowly in space and time and substituting the Taylor expansion 
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The diffusion equation is expressed as 
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with 5.0D . 

 

Equations (4) and (5) are the basically same. This yields that the theoretical prediction for the 

diffusion constant in our simulations is 0.5.  
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We can reach the same conclusion alternatively as follows. Consider a particle that is undergoing 

ordinary diffusion along the x  axis. During each time step, the particle makes a transition of 

unity along either the positive or negative x  direction. The position of the particle )(tx  is given 

by 

txtx   ...)( 3210 ,           (6) 

where 0x  is the initial position of the particle and 1i  is the displacement of the particle 

during any time step. Since the particle is equally likely to transit to the right as to the left during 

any time step, we have 
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Moreover,  2)(tx  can be expressed as 
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with 12  i  and 0 ji , which in turn yields 
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Equation (9) implies that 5.0D . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


